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Validity and Reliability
Issues in the Direct
Assessment of Writing

Karen L. Greenberg

During the past decade, writing assessment programs have mushroomed
at American colleges and universities. Faced with legislative mandates to
certify and to credential students' literacy skills, college writing teachers
have become more knowledgeable about writing assessment, and they are
trying to make writing tests parallel more closely their writing curricula
and pedagogy.

According to national surveys of post-secondary writing assessment
practices, writing teachers have developed and administered holistically
scored essay tests of writing, which they prefer over all other types of
writing tests (eCCe Committee on Assessment; Greenberg, Wiener, and
Donovan; Lederman, Ryzewic, and Ribaudo). These surveys confirm the
growing consensus within our profession that the best way to assess
students' writing skills is through writing or "direct" assessment. While
there is still much disagreement about what constitutes an effective writing
sample test, there is agreement that multiple-choice testing--the"indirect"
assessment that once dominated post secondary writing assessment--is no
longer adequate for our purposes; yet direct writing assessment continues
to be challenged. This essay will elaborate on and respond to some of these
challenges and will speculate on future directions in writing assessment.

The Reliability of Essay Test Scores

Most essay tests of writing are evaluated by holistic scoring, a procedure
based on the response of trained readers to a meaningful "whole" piece of
writing. Holistic scoring involves reading a writing sample for an overall
impression of the writing and assigning the sample a score point value
based on a set of scoring criteria. Typically, holistic scoring systems use a
scoring scale or guide, created by composition faculty, that describes
papers at different levels of competence (for examples, see Cooper;
Greenberg, Wiener, and Donovan; White, 1985). In order for a holistic
scoring system to be of any value, it must be shown to be "reliable," that is,
it should yield the same relative magnitude of scores for the same group of

I
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wri ters under differing conditions. Reliabi] ity is an eslima te of a test score's
accuracy and consistency, an estimate of the extent to which the score
measures the behavior being assessed rather than othl'r sources of score
variance.

No test score is perfectly reliable because every testing situation
differs. Sources of error inherent in any measurement situation include
inconsistencies in the behavior of the person being assessed (e.g., illness,
lack of sleep), variability in the administration of the test (inadequateyght,
insufficient space) and differences in raters' scorIng behavIOrs (lemency,
harshness). This last source of error has been the focus of almost all duect
writing assessment programs, probably because i.t is ~ubject to the. greatest
control (i.e., raters can be trained to apply scale cntena. m~~e consIste.ntly).
Most programs calculate only an inter-rater scoring rel~abI!Ity--anestimate
of the extent to which readers agree on the scores assIgned to essays.

The inter-rater reliability of holistic scores, and of essay tests in
general, has been under atta~k since 1916 when the College Entran.cc
Examination Board (the College Board) added an hour-long essay te~t to I~S

Comprehensive Examination in English. The College ~oard--t~ecountry s
largest private testing agency and creator of mulhple-chmce. tests of
writing--has published most of these attacks, and it has done.so In rather
acrimonious terms: "The history of direct writing assessment IS bleak. As
farback as 1880 itwas recognized that the essay examination was beset wIth
the curse of unreliability" (Breland et at 2). . .

During the first half of this century, essay tests dId mdeed have
relativelv low inter-rater reliability correlations. As Thomas HopkInt-.
showed J in 1921, the score that a student achieved on a College Board
English exam might depend more on"which year h.e appeared for the
exa-mination, or on which person read his paper, than It would on what he
had wrifl:en" (Godshalk et ai. 2). Concern with reliability of essay .tesb
increased with the College Board's introduction of essay tests of achIeve
ment in the 1940s. In 1945, three College Board researchers examined data
from various College Board essay tests and wrote a report indicating that
the reliability (.58-.59) was too low to meet College Board standard~

(Noyes, Sale, and Stalnaker). The late 19405 and early 1950 were the heyday
of indirect "component" measurement. Introductory college courses over
flowed with thousands of World War II veterans who did not possess the
usually expected skills and knowledge, and faculty turned. to multipk
choice tests to screen and diagnose students (Ohmer 19). Dunng the 1950s,
the College Board began commissioning studies to assess the "con:pon~nt

skills of writing ability' (Godshalk et al. 2). In 1950, Paul B. Dledench
examined the correlations betwecn the grades assigned to wntcrs by thelr
high school English teachers and the scores that the writers achieved DO

I

-

three types of tests: multiple-choice questions on the verbal sections of the
Scholastic Aptitude Test, an objective editing test, and the English Compo
sition essay test. Diederich found that the SAT verbal SCore was the best
predictorof the teachers'grade ("The 1950Study"). In 1954, Edith Huddleston
conducted a similar analysis of the correlations between essays written by
763 high-school students and their English grades, their scores on multiple
choice tests of composition, and their teachers' judgments of their writing
ability. Huddleston concluded that the multiple-choice measures were
superior to essay tests beCduse they had higher correlations wi th teachers'
grades.

Similar conclusions were reached by Paul Diederich and his col
leagues John French and Sydell Carlton in their 1961 study of inter-ratcr
reliability. They asked fifty-three academic and nonacadem"iC professional
writers to sor~ into ninepiles 300 essays written by college freshmen. Using
factor analySIS, the researchers discovered five clusters of readers who
were judging the essays on five basic characteristics: ideas, reasoning,
form, flavor, and mechanics. They also found that the readers who were
most influenced by one of the five characteristics also favored two or three
of the other characteristics; the average inter-correlation among the five
factors was .31. The researchers concluded that this low correlation was
unacceptable.

.However, many teachers believed that a test of writing ability should
reqUIre students to write, and they found support for their belief in a
c~prehensive review of research in written composition done in 1963 by
Richard Braddock, Richard Lloyd-Jones, and Lowell Schaer. After detail
ing the shortcomings in,multiple-choice testing, Braddock, Lloyd-Jones,
and Schaer noted flaws 10 several of the College Board studies described
above. They pointed out that Diederich never gave his readers any
stand~rdsor criteria for judging the essays, so he should not have been
Surpnsed that the readers did not often agree wi th eachotherand he should
not ~ave used this disagreement to condemn holistic scoring procedures
(which usually do use scoring guides) (43). They also noted that none of
Huddleston's mea~uresincluded items on logic, detail, focus or clarity and
that her twenty-mmute essay topics did not give students an opportunity
to analyze and formulate their ideas (42). In addition, Braddock, Uoyd
:~e.s, ~d Schaer commented that defend.e~s of multiple-choice tests of

nting ~em.tooverlook or regard as SUSpICIOUS the high reliabilities that
th~obtatne~In sameof their studies ofessay testing" (41). They concluded
WIth a questlOn that stIll needs answering today:

in how many schools has objective testing been a
good predictor of success in compOSition classes

9
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1 h ve emphasized. 1 because those c asses a
preClse Yt'cal and mechanical matters with Httleor nogramma I ., d
emphasis on central idea, analysis, organtzation, an
content? (43)

k Llo d-Jones, and Schaer were
At the same time that B~addo~ '. t ~ts the College Board Web

writing their criticisms of mulbPhle-c ..~Ice t e
dy

'of essay tests to date, J.
. ' . th most compTe ensl \ esUd.

commlsslOnmg e . h'ch writing was assesse In. fl ence the way m w 1 d
study. that was to m U Fred Godshalk, Frances Swineford, an
Amenca for the next tW? decades. 1 f 646 high-school students, each of
William Coffman examlI~_~da samP

l: S~two 40-minute essays and three 20
w hom wrote fi vc free-wntmg:a~~iSticall scored by five readers. The
minute paragraphs) that we e hY)f these writing samples and

d the scores on eac ( .
researchers summe. . h th tudents' scores on multiple-chOlct'
examined their ~~rrelahonsT~~ res~l:s led the researchers to two major
tests and on edltmg tests. d t' multiple-choice usage and

. .. (1) h eS on these stu en s ..
conclu51Ons. t .e scor, lated hi hlv with their wrItmg sample
sentence constructIOn tests corre . t g '"ti'ng samples were as reliable

h . n the 20-mmu e wn
scores and (2) t e scores 0 1 Godshalk et al 40-41),
as the scores on the,40-minute sa;~~: ~riting assess~ent, as noted in a

These conclUSIOns camet~~n.e"This study fby Godshalk et al.] WaS

recent College Board pubhca . . t'al study of writing assessment.
. f time the qumtessen I J

conSIdered or some h 'of multiple-choice usage anu
The findings of this study led to t .e use testing devices in the College
sentence correction item.s. as the pn~~tTest and in other composition
Board's English ComposItIon AchIeve_five ears assed before the College
tests" (Breland et a1. 3). Almost twentY

h
Y tuPdv of direct and indirect

.. d th compre enslve s
Board commlSSlone an~ er ears multiple-choice tests continued ~o
writing assessment. Durmg those y , t t of writing began to gaIn
dominate writing assessment, but esshay es dS 'nator of the first National

1978 R ford Brown, t e coor IPopularity. in ,ex . d t the weaknesses in currentd t · I Progress pOInte au .
AssessmentofE uca lOn.a. ..' mentin on the growing dlssat-
methods of assessing wntmg ~b~htY. l~O~-choice~ests he noted that their
isfaction of writing teachers WIt mu Ip e ,
high reliability is often illusory:

'ti bilityOf course these tests correlate with wn ng a f

and predict academic success;b~t the n~~b;~I~ ~~:(~
or television sets or bathroo~s In onesat 1 d _
correlate with his writing ablhty, and paren.a e u
.. f the best predictors there IS, Allcahon IS one 0 . '1 to
. t' obJ'ective tests of writing are very SImI areX1S mg .

!O

I.Q. tests; even the best of them can only test reading,
proofreading, edihng,l ogic, and guessingskills. They
cannot distinguish between proofreading errors and
process errors, reading problems and scribal stutter,
failure to consider audience or lack of interest in
materials manufactured by someone else. (3)

Brown also noted the invidious influences of multiple-choice tests of
writing: they require a passive mental, state whereas writing samples
require active mental processes, they focus on and give undue importance
to the less significant components of writing (usage, spelling, and punctua
tion); and they are often culturally and linguistically biased (4). This last
problem was documented by researchers at the California State University
System, who found that multiple-choice tests of English usage produced a
far more negative picture of the writing abilities of minority students than
did the university's essay test (White, Teaching and Assessing).

By 1980, universities and colleges across the countrywere developing
or refining their own holistically-scored essay tests of writing for varied
purposes, inclUding determining placement, diagnosing strengths and
weaknesses, and certifying proficiency (CCCC Committee on Assessment;
Greenberg, Weiner, and Donovan). The College Board was quick to
respond to the decline in the use of m ul tipIe-choice wri ting assessmen t. In
1984, the Board commissioned Hunter Breland, Roberta Camp, Robert
Jones, Margaret Morris, and Donald Rock to replicate the "Godshalk" study
and to examine the reliabiHties of essay and of multiple-choice measures of
writing skills.

For this study, 267 students from six colleges and universities each
wrote six essays on two topics in three modes (narration-description,
exposition,and persuasion), and each essay Was holisticallyscored by three
readers and analyzed for errors in grammar, usage, sentence structure, and
mechanics. In addition, the researchers examined students' scores on six
mUltiple-choice tests, their course grades, and their teachers' ratings of
their writing skills. Their search indicated that the essay scores had lower
inter-ra terreliability correlations than did the Scores on the m ul tipIe-choice
tests. The researchers concluded that "these problems in reliability fofessay
tests] can be alleviated only through multiple essays or through the
combination of essay and non-essay measures" (Breland et al. 57).

Once aga in the College Board Was asserting tha t mulbpIe-choice tests
were better than essay tests because they had higher inter-rater reliability
Correlations, But nowhere in this College Board challenge to the reliability
of essay testing--or in any of the earlier studies--was there any discussion
of Whether users of essay tests should strive for "perfect" reliability.

JJ
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'n I a s be more consistent thanObviously, multiple-choice scores W1 ahiwnesYcan score a multiple-choice
t .mply because mac

scores on essay tes s SI h score a piece of writing, How-
t Iy than umans can fl

answer more accura e Itl' Ie-choice test can never re ect" t/' orrect" score on a mu p .
ever,a corree m.c .tin aluationas it genuinely occursm
the subjective, soc1al process of wInd" Ing ~v d as Ed White recently pointed

d and in the "real war. ee , ..
the aca emy b "true" score for a piece of wnting:out, there can never e one

B t when we evaluate student writing (not to s~eak

orwriting programs or high schools), we some~m~
find differences of opinion that cannot be reso ve
and where the concept of the true score makes no

d · eements (within limits) shouldsense ... ,Some Isagr. do not
not be called error, since, as wIth the arts, we ,
reall have a true score, even in theor~. Yet 1f we
ima Yine that we are seeking to approxunat~a true

g e exaggerate the nega tive effects ofdlsagree-
score, w f th s we do

d d · t t the meaning 0 e scorement an 1S or
achieve. ("Language and Reality" 192)

th differences in readers' judgments of a writing
In other wor~s, e --deliberate differences, not random o.r,non

sample are often SImply that S h Wiseman the British cntIc of
random errors. Forty years ago: te~ ~~"It is arg~able that, provided
indirect assessrne~t, asserted this l~~;;o'f high inter-eorrelation is desir
markers are expenenced tea,:hers, . . t' the judgment of complex
able, since it points to adverstt~of vl:P~U;l_::;ound'picture" ("Marking"
material. , . and the total mark gIves a er a

206). ... . their selected summaries of research,
ReliabIhty IS a continu~~~~er cited essay test inter-rater scorer

Braddock, LloY~-Jones, an 96 (41-42) Over the past decade, asfa~ulty
reliabili ties rangmg from ,87 to . h 'own many colleges and UOlver-

. 'th ring essay tests as gr, . ... the
expenence WI sco . s ectable inter-rater rehablhtles o~
sities have been able to achieve re PitThe City UniverSIty of

th . 'ting samples For examp e, a . , t
scoring of elr wn, '. 'ty-wide single-sample wntmg te~
New York (which reqUlres a umversdl ) the annual audits of approxl-

h 1· ~ n by two rea ers, ,
that is scored 0 lSuca y led inter-rater correlations rangtng
mately 2,000 essays per year have revea (Ryzewic 25). Similarly, single-
from ,75 to .88 over the p~st ~~~e:~~a~e Freshman English Equivalency
sample, double-reader .relta~~l~;teUniversity and Colleges have range~
Examination at the Cahfotnl . d Wh't "Comparison and Contrast
from .68 to .84 over a six yea,r ,peno (ra:"se'need not resort to multiple
291). Administrators of wnting prog

/2

choice testing in order to feel that students' test scores are reliable.
Currently, many writing programs have essay test writing tasks and
scoring criteria that eliminate sources of random error and enable readers
to score reliably. Indeed, the Educational Testing Service has produced a
scoring manual that enables teachers all Over the country to improve the
reliabilities of their essay test readings (ETS Quality Assurance Free
Response Testing Team). However, as administrators and teachers focus
on improving the reliabilities of their essay tests, they must simultaneously
examine their tests' validaties, Stephen Wiseman's 1956 comment about
validity and reliability still holds true today; "There seems to be no doubt
that, over the past two or three decades, educational psychologists have
slowly but steadily inflated the importance of reliability, perhaps at the
expense of validity" ("Symposium" 178).

The Validity of Essay Test Scores

Validity is a controversial subject in writing assessment and in all behav
ioral research, Determining any test's validity involves finding evidence to
establish the extent to which performance on the test corresponds to the
actual behavior or knowledge that the test user wants to measure. Objec
tions to the validity of multiple-choice writing assessment have a long
history. For decades, many English teachers have claimed that multiple
choice tests of writing oversimplifyand trivialize writing as the mere abil ity
to memorize rules of grammar, spelling, and punctuation and foster
instruction in memorizing discrete bits of language (Witte et al.).

The three Sources of evidence for any test's validity include its
content, its relationship to the underlying "construct," and its ability to
Predict SCores on related "criterion" measures (American Psychological
AsSOciation 1-4). "Canten t-rela ted validi ty" depends On the extent to which
a test reflects a specific domain of content (in this case, the content of the
WritingCOurses to which the test is attached). Many researchers have noted
that there is little evidence for the content validity of multiple-choice tests
of Writing because their "content" is English grammar and usage; none of
them samples what most teachers consider the important content of
writing courses--the processes of composing, reVising, and editing ideas
(Brassell; Bridgeman and Carlson; Brown; CCCC Committee on Assess
Illent; COoper; Faigley et al.; Gere; Greenberg, Wiener, and Donovan;
UOYd-Jones; Lucas; Nystrand; Odell).

Most of the research on the validity of writing tests has focused on
"criterion-related validity"--the extent to which scores on essay tests and on
Irlultiple-choice tests correlate with other measures that purport to assess

J3
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writing ability; and almost every study of criterion validity done in the past
four decades has focused on the correlation between test scores and course
grades. While course grade is a reasonable criterion variable for tests that
are designed for admissions purposes (like the tests of the College Board
and the Educational Testing Service), it is not an appropriate criterion for
placement, competency, and proficiency testing. A student's grade in an
English or a composition course results from many variables besides
writing ability (including student motivation, attendance, and diligence).

Further, a serious problem with focusing exclusively on criterion
validity is that one can easily lose Sight of the skills or abilities being taught
and assessed. As Rex Brown pointed out, there is a high correlation
between the number of bathrooms in one's home and the grade he or she
is assigned in a composition or English class, but that does not mean we
should consider "quantity of bathrooms" a valid measure of writing ability.

More important than criterion validity is the evidence for a measure'"
"construct-related validity." In essence, construct validity is the degree to
which a test score measures the psychological or cognitive construct that
the test is intended to measure. To determine the construct validity of a
writing test, one attempts to identify the factors underlying people's
performance on the test. This is a hypothesis-testing activity, rooted in
theories about the ways in which writing ability manifests itself. Because
of the inadequacy of our profession's current heterogeneous theories of the
nature of writing ability, however, the construct validity of most writing
tests is very questionable. Only a handful of test developers have tried to
analyze the domain of abilities, skills, understandings, and awareness that
comprise the construct of writing ability (see Bridgeman and Carlson;
Faigley et at.; Gorman, Purves, and Degenhart; and Witte for some excellent
attempts at defining this construct.) Unfortuna tely, even the best ana lyses
result in taxonomies of the domain, and, as Arthur Applebee has noted,
"There is no widely accepted taxonomy of types of writing, and certainly
none that holds up to empirical examination of the kinds of tasks on which
students can be expected to perform similarly well (or poorly)"(7).

To repeat, the evidence for the construct validity of a test of writing
grows out of its conceptual framework. The strategy for obtaining this
evidence is to build a theoretical model of the writing process and then to
examine the dimensions of the process that the test taps. This is the method
that College Board researchers used in a recentattempt to provide evidence
for construct validity of multiple-choice tests of writing (Breland et at).
Using factor analytic techniques, College Board researchers tested a series
of hypothesized models of writing ability: a single-factor model ("general
writing ability"); a three-factor model ("narrative. expository, and persua
sive writing abilities'); and a hierarchical model ("general writing ability"

14

and "narrative, expository, and persuasive wri . . .. .
two different topks in each mode")(Breland hng abilities In response to
model that predicted the data best wa et a~. 45). ~ey found that the
concluded that "while th· s, the hierarchIcal one, and they

ere IS one dommant ·f b·l'
explains about 78 percent of the wn mg a Ilty factor that

common variance th 'sub/actors based on writing to' d ,ere are definable
, pIeS an to a IexpressIOn" (45). ,eSSer extent, mode of

This finding calls into question the racti f . . ,
with a single writing sampleand a1 Ph ceo as~smgwntingability
abili' , so ec Oes recent eVldenc th t '.

tylSnotasingleconstructbutrath . . e a wnting
specificconstructs (Appleb L er IS a compOSIte of several situation-

ee, anger and Mull· 'B 'd
Faigley~tat; Gormanetal.; Lucas; pu.:ves et a1.) I:; Tl. ~ema~~ndCarlson;
across diSCOurse modes, the implication i th .' wntIng abIlity does vary
or more tasks (including task th t s. at It should be assessed by two

S a reqUIre writi t
communicate one's knowled e ·r ng 0 construct or to
something, writing to enterta~ ,w~ m~ to convince readers to feel or to so
ers, however, did not reach thi'~ so lort~). The College Board research-

1 . scone uSlon, possibly b .
samp e, multi-domain essay test isex. ecause a multI-
increase in validity might not be " ptenfsflve: and, as they pointed out, the

cos -e ecove":

~:~o1;. ~mall incr~ments in validity are possible
a Itional readmgs [of essays] the m . 1

cost of these additional readings is v~ry hi har~a

::::::n~ly, onewa~ to reduce the costofess~~sse~:~
IS to combme them with a multi le-choi

assessment. (Breland et al. 59) P ce

However, while multiple-choice tests c
tests, they aTe more costly to de 1 B ost less to SCore than do essay
Ia~s,many institutions have tov:uop , e~ause of recent "truth-in-testing"
thetr multiple-choice tests to k tYh mUltiple forms and new revisions of
often I eep em secure Th . th Iess expensive to dev 1 . us, m e ong run it isE e op essay tests. '

ssay tests of writing have on .
tests: FaCUlty who share ideas a de mair advantage Over multiple-choice
often shape an exam th t· n wor together to develop an essay test
..1___ a IS grounded in th· h .
~room practices. TItis ha be elr t eones, curricula, and
~rtfolio" writing assessme~tset~ ~u~or teachers who have developed=and that provide oppor~ni:Stat sample several discourse dG

Be n; BeJanoff and Dixon; Belano~sa~~ ~~de~ts to revise their writing
~ff;Fai,gley et al; Lucas). ow, Camp, 1985; Elbow and
" ortfoho evaluation is probabl th '

Writing available to us tOday because~t e ~ost vabd means of assessing
lena es teachers to assess compos-
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ing and revising across a wide range of comn:unicative contexts and tasks
(Camp, "The Writing Folder"). Moreover, thIS frocess sen~~ the messagt'
that the construct of "writing" means developmg and revlsmg extended
pieces of discourse, not filling in blanks in mult~ple-choiceexercises or on
computer screens. It communicates to everyone mvolvcd--studcnts, teach
ers, parents, and legislators--our profession's beliefs about the nature of
writing and about how writing is taught and learned.

Further, multi-sample writing tests enable teachers to evaluate parts
of the writing processes that so many of us emphasize in our CUfT.ieula. As
Leo Ru th and Sandy Murphy have pointed out, it is poss~~Ie t~ de~l?n 13rgt,
scale writing tests that preserve more of the steps of real wntmg th~n

normally occur in most testing situations (1l,3~114). For example, In

England's version of a na tional assessment o~ wntJ~g, teachers admInlster
ing- the test introduce the writing task and ~I~CUSSIt be~ore st~dent.s begIn
writing. In addition, three samples of wnhng, each JOvolvmg different
types of tasks, are collected (l13). In Ontario, ~anada,students have two
days to take their writing assessment. On the flf.st day, stu?ents ?e~er.al,e

and record ideas; and on the second day, they wnte and revIse theIr essay"
(114). .

Multi-sample portfolio tests seem more relevant to our theones about
the construct of writing and to our classroom practices than do. other
writing assessment measures. Howev~r,.quest~ons about the sconn~ o~

these tests remain unresolved. Is holIstic scormg the most appropnatt
method of rating writing samples? Are holistic ratings. base~ o~ the
consistent application of mutually agreed-upon substanhve ~nterta for
"good writing"? Researchers have not addressed these ~uestlOns e~ten.

sively, and the results of exishng research are contrad ~cto,~y. Se~ era,~

studies indicated that holistic scores correlate strongly With superflclal
aspects of writing, such as handwriting, spelling, word ~hoice, and ~rrors

(Greenberg, 1981; McCoUy; Nol~ and Freed.man; Netl~on a.nd Pl~h~),

However, the essays being scored 10 these studIes were qUIte bnef (wnttl n
in time periods ranging from twenty to sixty minutes): and one can a~gw'

that readers were predisposed to attend to these sahent b~t .superhclill
errors. To my knowledge, no one has yet analyzed the ~ohstJc. s.cores 0:
raters who evaluate tests that require writers to do extensIve reVISIon or tt
write multi-sample portfolios.

The question of substantive criteri.a for "good ~rihng" relates directly:
to the issue of construct validity. Lacktng a theoretical model of effectl\'l
writing ability, most test developers fall back on descriptio~s of text
characteristics for inclusion as criteria in holistic scoring gUldes_ An
examination of these guides reveals that many of them are quite similar.
indicating some professional consensus about the characteristics of effec-

/6

five writing across a wide variety of tasks and testing purposes. Neverthe
less, the skills described in the criteria on current holistic scoring guides do
notprovide an adequate definition of "good writing" or of the many factors
that contribute to effective writing in different contexts. Cri teria on holistic
scoring guides cannot accommodate many of the cognitive and social
determinantsofeffective writing, notthe least of which include the writer's
intentions and the si.tu~tio~al~xpectationsof the writer and of potential
readers. ~or ca~ holistic cntena assess a writer's composing processes or
the ways m which these processes-~andproducts--vary in relation to the
writer's .purpose, aUd~~ce, role, topic, and context. But should they?

EVIdence for valIdIty depends on the purpose for which the assess
mentinstrom~~tis used. According to the surveys cited earlier, most post
secondarywntingassess~entinAmericais done for entry-level placement
purposes (CCCC Comnuttee on Assessment; Greenberg, Wiener, and
~ovan;Led~nnan,R~zewic,and Ribaudo). The second most frequently
CIted purpose IS to certify that students have mastered the competencies
that they practiced in a specific writing course. These surveys revealed that
the majority of the respondents whose schools used holistically-scored
essay tests for these purposes were "very satisfied" with the results of the
tests. ~ese findings indicate that ~any users of holistically-scored essay
~ts beheve that th~ te~t~ ~an proVide adequate and appropriate informa
ti~ .about students abIlIties to function successfully in different types of
WTIting courses. In addition, holistically-scored essay tests may provide aman: accurat.e asses~rnent of the writing skills of minority students than
muJtiple-ch01C~ testing ~an rrovide. The California State University
resea~ch (mentioned earlier) mdicated that many more Black, Mexican
Amencan,~d Asian-American students than white students received the
low~tposslblescoreon a multiple-choice test of usage buteamed amiddle
~ hig~ score from ~ained essay readers for their writing ability (White,
Tetlchl~gand A~sessmg). This disparity casts further doubt on the validity

of multipIe.cl1~lcetesting as an indica tor of writing abili ty.

lio Research IS n.eed~ to det~~ewhether holistically-scored portfo-
tests c~n prOVide diagnostic information and can function as fully

contextuali~edassessments of students' writing competence or improve
~t. A~Bnan Huot pointed aut in his recent review of research on holistic
~~, We need ~~ question and explore the particular problems associ
h~~Ith the specific uses of holistic scoring" (208). What we have now,
o ~cally-scored essay tests, serve Our limited purposes very well. What

We still need I '-<1 ft·
in d' -~ mu tI ra lOstrument that adequately represents writing
~tdlscou~~e d~mai~ for different purposes and for different

CommunltieS--ls an Inchoate vision that many of us share.
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The Implications of These Challenges for Our
Profession

Writing teachers are asked to do more assessing than are any other
humanities colleagues, yet many of us are particularly subject to insecurity
about our ability to understand and manipulate data. It is no coincidence
that most of the research on writing and writing assessment that followed
the 1966 publication of the College Board's "Godshalk" stud y borrowed the
quanHtative empiricismof research in the physical sciences. This reverenCe
for objective data diminished in the early 1980s, partially in response to the
publication of Janet Emig's contextualized research and her scathing
indictments of empirical and experimental research. One of the recent
outgrowths of the trend toward contextualized research on writing was <1

consensus about the need for naturalistic, context-rich, qualitative models
of evaluating students' writing. Current portfolio measures come closest
to capturing these models.

Those of us who are committed to the direct assessment of writing
understand that we do not have to model our programs on multiple-choice
assessments, that there is no need to create the"perfect" essay test. Readers
will always differ in their judgments of the quality of a piece of writing;
there is no one "right" or "true" judgment of a person's writing ability. If we
accept that writing is a multidimensional, situational construct that fluctu
ates across a wide variety of contexts, then we must also respect the
complexity of teaching and testing it
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Readers' Responses to the Rating of
Non-Uniform Portfolios: Are There
Limits on Portfolios' Utility?

LaRene Despain and Thomas L. Hilgers

Portfolios are "in." Writing specialists who focus on pedagogy, asses:"ml'nl,
and program administration, generally agree that many sample:" of d

student's writing are preferable to a single sample. Students write differ
ently in different genres, on different types of tasks, for different audience",
and under different circumstances. Collections of student writing y·il'ld
better portraits of students as writers and promote useful faculty discu~

sian of teaching practices. Thus, more and more writing programs usc
portfolios of student writing as the bases for placement and course
completion and for faculty training (Belanoff and Dickson; Bishop; Elbow
and Belanoff, "Portfolios"; Hamp-Lyons and Condon; Smit). Assessment
specialists note that wherever generalizability is a goal of the evaluation of
texts, a portfolio of samples is preferable to the single sample.

As a basis for assessment, portfolios offer enhanced validity. Validity
has a1ways been a problematic concept, more likely to exist in poten tial than
in demonstrated reality. Even potential validity is limited by the reliability
that can be achieved in rating any item or sample sd.

The most frequently mentioned "successes" with portfolios have
involved sets ofcompositions in response to a single set of prompt:" (Elbow
and Belanoff, "Using") and speedy readings to yield a simple yes or no
decision on course exit (Belanoff). When wt.> move toward use of portfolios
for more complex forms of assessment, we find ourselves moving into
somewhat uncharted territory, most particularly in the area of establishing
reliability in reading practices. As Sybil Carlson has noted, even one
hundred samples will not guarantet.> generalizability; the samples still must
be rated reliably. The reliability that has been achieved in judging single
samples of student writing (Cooper, Diederich, Lloyd-Jones; White) I~as

contributed significantly to the credibility of writing professionals. Retal1~

ing this credibility while using a more valid measure such as portfolios IS

an important goal. .
What we report herc--the results of our own efforts to descnbe

readers' responses to the task of assigning scores to nonuniform portfolios
of student writing--suggests that reaching that goal will not be easy. Our
readers all reported satisfactions that others have reported, that is, the
experiences of group training and of reading portfolios forced them to

]..J WPA: Writing Program Administration Vol. 16, Nos. 1-2, F jW 19q2

rethink their own teaching and evaluation of writing. But the same readers'
problems and reservations lead us to suggest that writing program admin
istrators greet suggestions for the use of non-uniform portfolios with
questioning restraint, especially where speed and the reliability of scoring
are primary considerations.

The Structure of the Portfolio Reading Sessions

The study we report here, which might best be categorized as "action
research," was part~fa large~inv~tigationofWritingdone in our university's
standard and tutonally ennched mtroductory courses in writing (Despain
etal.), At the end of each of ten training-plus-rating sessions, we reviewed
rate~ logs in an attempt to deal with rater concerns in subsequent training
ses.sl?ns. On.~ of our g~a.ls ~as to come to a better understanding of what
tr~g (~r standa~dlZ1ng) for raters of nonuniform portfolios might
profitably mvolve, smce models for such training are not generally avail
able.

. The raters~~resevencollege instructors who had taught thestandard
~troduct~rywn~g course several times. Each had also worked reliably
m ~e rating of smgle essays that are part of our university's means of
pl~ongstudents into appropriate introductory writing courses (see Brown,
Hilgers, and Marsella). During the ten sessions, the seven teachers rated
208portfoli?S. These portfolioshad been assembled by students from more
~~~sectio~sof the university's standard and tu toriallyenriched COurses
:'wnting; while.all section instructors were held to a common course policy
ta~ement,each mstructor created his or her own syllabus and sequence of
aSsl~ents.Each J:'0rtfolio contained four pieces of writing: a description,
nanation, o~ analySIS of a personal experience written in response to one or
:,,~~er aSSIgnment in t~e student author's section of the introductory

nting cours:; an analytic essay based on reading and research, written as
a co.utse reqUIrement; an in-class "impromptu" written by students in all
sections of the introductory writing course in response to a single prompt;
and.an out-of·c1ass r~vision of the "impromptu." Since assignments across
sectifroons wer~not umfonn, the topics of the firs t two texts generally differed

m portfoha to portfolio.

tha The first rea.ding sess~an established a pattern far training and rating
Fortw~f~llowedm all seSSIOns, with some modifications explained below.

trammg, readers were asked to read and then to rank a set of three
~~rnly s:lected sa~p.le po~tfolios t~at.had been duplicated for the

k g sessIOn. In the first seSSlOn,no cntena were proVided; readers were:s eel to, base their rankings On "first impressions." After rankings were
Uln.manzed on a chalkboard and reasons for rankings were discussed,

25
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Readers' Recurring Experiences with the Reading
of Portfolios

Readers' logs from each trainlng-aod-rating scssion, plus our own notcs on
the sessions, reveal several patterns of reader expcrience,

;'
"I .•.·'

1. Teacher-readers find assessment problematic when they do not know
the contexts ot individual essays' production. This finding has two
aspects. .

a. Generally, when teachers read to assess writing they are readmg
essays written in response to identical prompts, and they have the ~rompts
in front of them as they read. Thus, tlw context for the essays IS qUIte clear.
However, because our portfolios were drawn from sections ofa COurse that
each had different assigrunents and because the reader~ read portfolios
from many sections at every session, the variety in essays was great.
Further, prompts for the assignments were not available for the readers.

The difficulty of reading papers without knowing the context in
which they were written was a common theme in raters' commentaries
hom the end of every session. "Without some sense of the assignment, T

don·tknow where to place the emphasis;' wrote one. "Some teachers do not
stress thesis, nOr a developed in tro and condusion Ii ke l do," wrote another;
"without a sense of what the assignments werc, it is hard for me to grade
the portfolios."

b. Readers also expressed frustration over their lack of knowledge of
individual authors. Tn anv assessment 5i tuation, one might wondcr
Whether the papers one reads really present a fair picture of their authors
as writers. But in the investigators' experiences with the assessment of
single samples, such concern was usually minimal. Having a group of
papers from an actual semester's work, on the other hand, seemed to
heighten this concern. Reader comments often expressed strongly held
views. "Nanning Istandardizing of ratings] in the training is a good idea,
but one always grades on more than a 'norm.' Writing is never done in a
vacuum, nor is it eva lua ted withou t the student's his tory." Another reader
questioned the fairness of grading without knowledge of students' con
texts: "This grading is hard because I often grade my own students
according to additional variables--like improvement {rom the last paper.

, ,~ I have been trained to grade on the quality of the writing alone. But
'_,f, this session makes me more and more convinced that grading on writing
.'!,alone is not fair to the students."
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, " ABC D or F to each portfolio just ZlS
readers were Instructed to assign , '. " r'egular introductorv \\'riting

, des to essays In a ._
they would assl?~ gra .' 'rades reflected our commitment to keep
course. (The decIsion to assign g h 5 few advocate not

"I Id"· among our teac er.,
our procedures rea war 'D' " ns ()f reasons for rankings and for" d" lades) ISCUSSIO
asslgnmg tra Ihona gr . db "tatl'on to rcrank and regrade the' d re followe y an myI , _
assignmg gra es we fd" andreratingwas repeated untilf I· Th' rocesso Iscussmg .
same port 0 105. IS P . ' .. d third or fourth impreSSlOtls)a consensus on "impressIOns (now secon , ,

and ratings had em~rged. be an Each portfolio was initially read ,lnd
Actual evaluahon thenW:en ~o readers assigned scores more th<tn

rated by two teacher-raters. f I' as rated by a third teacher, and theone letter-grade apart, the port 0 10 w

discrepant score was discarde~. " for the first session, we were
During th~ hour-p.lus 0 tt::::;s had great difficulty in agreeing

somewhat surP:Ised to fmd~ha f th sample set of portfolios, since the
upon both rankmgs and gra cIs ~r I ch· h Jc\'els of interrater reliabilityh d h'eved re ahve v 19 ..
same readers a ac 1 . G" ~n the open-endedness ofthe trammg
with single-sample evaluatIOns. ~ve c not surprised to find that the
and the novelty of the portfolio tas ';~w~:'o readers on the first set of
correlation between grade.s asslgne,( ,y but rather low-level predicti\.t'
Portfolios was ,39, indICatmg a POSt .)\,e

. . b t ting 1 and ratmg 2. d
relatIonshIp e wee~, ra , arch" a enda and using reader logs an

Following our actIOn rese . g reliability in other circum-
what we knew ~bout techn~q~e~ ~~~:Prof~~ the second and subsequent
stances, we modified the tramm~ S ?Y

f
sessions that emphasi7cd

. 0 II progressIOn was rom .J
sessIOns. ur avera . , ht'ch the leader dlfecteu. . " ." to sessIons m w .
"trustin~ your. ftrst tm.p:c~s~ons TO ressivel more defined scoring gUide,
readers attention to cn term map g Yd' t se reader response~

. h' . n was our estre au,
One motive behmd t lS progresslO ti tor was our desire to leam

. 'training An even greater rna va , 't based
to lmprm.e. 'bTti fassessingasmglewn er "
more about the dynamics and pOSSI. 1 t es~ a~tions were guided by t\;\'O
on multiple samples in a portfoho. au in a' controlled setting, the

' F' ·t . it pOSSible to overcome, " _1
questions. Irs, 1S • . f .t of portfolios from re,}-
problems raised by a relatlve .no~?un~ or~~ywhat methods of training

ld " multiple-classroom scttmgs. eco, bl.
7war 'th these pro ems.seem best able to equip readers to cope W1 .
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In the nonschool world, we often assess the quality of what we read
without knowing about the context or the circumstances of the writer that
spawned the work. Thus, readers' problems here may have derived not
only from lack of assignment sheets but also from their associating the task
with the school world and from theirdesireas teachers to be rair in grading.
Some of the problems might be overcome by having an author's own
description of contexts included in each portfolio, although this alone
would be unlikely to promote reliability in grading. Other problems could
perhaps be overcome by limiting features both in the portfolios and in the
rating procedures that readers associate with the school world. '

2. Within each portfolio, different types of writing produced in different
contexts often triggered readers' biases,

Comments such as those above suggest that reading multiple samples
may put raters into a "real-classroom" frame of mind as they read, that is,
they respond as they would in a teaching situation. Besides raising
questions ofcontext, such reading also prompts more reader bias than does
reading a single sample. Many ofour readers reported conflict between the
group consensus on grades for sample portfolios arrived at during training
sessions and their own predispositions, especially as they relate to genrt',
subject matter, and types of assignments,

Biases related to genre and subject matter undoubtedly affect all
reading of student work, both in the classroom and in other assessment
situations. Portfolios, with their multiple samples, provide multiple
possibilities for reader conflict and may make readers more consciously
aware of their preferences and biases, At least our readers noted their own
biases openly in what are often exceptionally frank pieces of post-session
writing. The desirability of countering predispositions was one of the
major reasons for our moving toward more structured training methods.

For example, some readers showed a strong predisposition to value
exposition more than narration or description. This was explicit in several
comments (e.g., "1 t is hard for me to weight narraHve and exposi tory es~ays
the same"), even after we had articula ted a commitment to equal weigh ting
of genres during training sessions 4 and 6,

Anotherrecurring problem concerned some readers' persistent valu~
ing of writing done in class over writing done out of class. When readers
logs made this clear, we tried to negotiate differences during training;
however, even after the group had apparently agreed to assign eg ual

weightings, evidence of some readers' biases remained. .
Since no scoring guide for readers can anticipate every pOSSible

source of bias and since the sample portfolios used in training could never
tap all of the possible "triggers" in the set of portfolios to be read, biases were
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difficult to deal with in s\,stem f
commented at one time or an' th a IC ways. All seven of the read° cr somt'm ' th ers
of suppressing their predispos't.'·. ore an once, on the difficulty
tr ., h d I Ions, although' I

a:uung a provided some h I F' severa suggested that
e p. or example:

~e training sessions hel cd .
pnorities and raised ant: me to re-thmk my
the relationship ofgem u~ t~rofISSues, for example,
the writing. . e 0 e percclvcd "quality" of

The training ses" .
• SlOn was mvaluabl' b .

needed to pay more att f ,e ecause fIrst, I
scoring guide, to give e :::~ ~o Instruction. On the
expository papers; to se~ "C"elght to,narratrve and
requirements but d' ,a . port!olIo as fUlfilling
h d omg so unlmagmativ I

a to realize how t " e y. . . ,I
. 0 screen out" f '

bias toward a "better" .. 0 my mInd any
aS~lgnment. '

Finally, we found that ' .
tryin t· 0\ er time, even the r' d '
ff, g 0 aVOid or compensate for b' .... ea er who 1S consciollsly

e arts compromised bv what we lasteskls hkeJy to find his or her bc~t
- now a e up--fatigue.

3. Reading and .. assessIng multi Ie .
DlaJor threat to reliability p portfolIos is tiring.. and fatigue ;s

Fati. . a
, ~e IS easy to overlook but it ,. .
h:~;eSSlo~ comments more tha~ any o~l:sr~~ntl~ned!n r~a.ders' written
late-a mentioned by each reader at least onc cm-~tn 21 ~ndlndual entries.

tati £temaon and Sahlrday half-d d~' and m conjunction with both
. gue a ay rea mg' C

.. «Vera ppeared after each session cxc' s.. omments relating to
" .~ lead g~number ofportfolios read in an 'ocpt Scs~lOn 3, even though the
to nt:v1Ce), oraboutsix portfoliosp } dnesesSlOn Was less than 20 (each

: lUstread through 48 papersfin~~rde~ cr. A typical comment: "1 reajize
, '. I am . mgsamplesus d' '.

Fan" . Just now recovering from the e In trammgJ, most

I gue IS a Concern in read' f glaze, the glaze, the glaze ..
Y a . ' mg Or any t f .'. .

. concern In teachers' grad' (. es Ing sltuatlOll, just as it is
g of nonuniform portfolios m mg 0 student work; however the

~;a~od mUltiplies the types ot:t::~~~s~ the likelihood of fatigue.
Ydec~ the process of rating. Clearlv th' g the reader has to do and
ittne~10nOn thepossible useofnon~~if~:must be t.akell into account

. ns that the project will req . m portfolios (or evaluation
tn Sum ) Ulre more tim d '

, more monev--than oth 'r t , can, probably, mOre
, e ypes of assessment.
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focus led readers a bit further from "first-im ression" .
b'om the value of the portfolio as a single ~hole. seonngand, possibly,

That readers preferred greater direction is dear fro th·
m elf comments:

The in trod~ctjonofa scoring gUide has helped me be
mor~~Onslstent" .. lit] keeps me more focused on
sp~fie ?rade standards and helps me avoid an
unmtentIonal curve.
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Papers of all three typ t dfr es en to have characteristics
o~ mOre than one grade category (as given on the

scormgguide). Forexample sentencesmay be "
d £01" hil ' won-

er. w .e the essay as a whole is "boring."So often
I ~md up either averaging a BID to a C, tendin to
spht ~~grade on a given paper (A-Bor B-C arc-gO)
The listing of 't ". .. . I ems m order of importance" on the
sconng guIde IS VERY HELPFUL in these dI'ff' It
cases. ICU

The useofa scoringguide andm'd"d I ..thin . . . IVI ua gradmg
~k the portfolio~,all help focus the reader and, I

, make evaluatIon easier,

Sca~red among these favorable comm .
These antidpate some of OUT rese ti ents .are some mIxed ones.

rva ons concemmg the whole process:

Following th '. .
DOES hIe pn~nties of the scoring gUide really

d' tr e P-provlded that one does not become
IS acted by the 1001

NOT . strengths and weaknesses
scorindeal~ WIth by the scoring guide. Stick to the
th g ~wde, then; that's been hard to do but k

e gradmg from being TOO impossible. ' eeps

First let me say that th .
make th e scorIng gUide really helps

e process ofevaluating clearer The
general gu"d r . y serve as
hie1Oes--something to consider. I can't
owev~r,shake the f~lingtha t SOme of my decisio '

are arbItrary--made 10 what feels like a vacuum. os

Thesuggestion atthe beginning of the third h h
we stop and re-read the sample ackets our t ~t
that order) Was extremely benefici~1 Aft Cd,B~D, (m

, er o1Og50,

",As mentioned above, problems in reader bias showed up in the first
training session as did problems with reliability. An analysis of this first
session showed that readers disagreed most particularly on decisions that
involved assigning grades of "C" (i.e., distinguishing between C and Band
between C and D). Thus, training for the second session focused on
establishing clearer understandings about this discrimination.

The sampIeportfolios for use in the second session were selected from
those on which two readers had disagreed in the previous session. Further,
although the discussion ranged freely and consensus on standards was still
to be in the hands of "the community of readers;' the leader directed
readers' attention to aspects of texts and portfolios that seemed to have
caused problems. The correlation between scores assigned in this session
was .52, an improvement in agreement between raters but still far from the
1.00 correlation of total agreement.

Training for the third reading session moved even further in the same
direction. First, sample packets were "made up" by combining, in some
cases, essays from several actual portfolios. Thus, the training packets
became "model" portfolios rather than "representative" portfolios. To
accompany the packets, a more prescriptive, criterion-referenced scoring
guide was prepared to describe the grades from A to F. With these changes,
the inter-rater reliabili ty ratiowent up slightly to .58, againan improvement
but still far from the .80 that is frequently used as thestandard for minimally
acceptable level of agreement in circumstances where a score has signifi
cant consequences.

Changes in training came in response not only to correlation statistics
but also to observations and especially to written comments, both negative
and positive, by the readers" From session 3 on, then, the training sessions
focused largely on distinguishing among features of the scoring guide and
on working with model portfolios. The scoring guide itself was modified
twice, for sessions 5 and 8, mainly to make the language more explicit and
in response to suggestions by the readers. Perhaps the most significant
change occurred during session 7, when, in an attempt to increase the
interrater correlation significantly, we trained readers to use the scoring
guide on individual essays and then to average ra tings in order to arri \Ie at
a rating for the portfolio. (See AppendiX for final version of scoring guide.)

The discussion in each training session was fTee flowing but over
time was more and more directed by the leader toward the criteria in t~e
scoring guide and toward the model portfolios. Clearly, every change in

Reactions to Efforts at Improving Inter-rater
Agreement
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Final Considerations

33

There IS a point at which having a well-spelled out
scoring guide works against you--the reading stops
being holistic and becomes a labored effort to fit
writing into discrete categories.

• comprehensive sample of a student's writing--may to a certain extent
have been compromised. Our readers put it well:

Our going over the scoring gUide so closely makes
me realize something about my way of reading
holistically: thatit seems always to be Some cri terion
OTHER1HAN WHAT ISONTHESCORING GUIDE
that makes me feel like I am making an accurate
assessment. What seemed like a great idea--to make
the scoring guide more definitive--tums out to be
more problematic because it is so limiting in our
reading of the portfolios holistically.

As with all experiences related to holistic rating of writing, ours were
"unique" in that particular persons participated at particular times and in
particular places in reading particular portfolios. In addition, our raters
had all been previously trained to be reliable holistic raters of individual
~tingsamples. Nonetheless, our training methods were rather conven
tional, and our student authors were in many respects typical of college
~.en;however, we think that some ofwhat we learned may be helpful
10 writing program administrators who must make decisions on ways of
assessing written texts.

{' Ii ~ experience taught us three things about using portfolios in
tuations where speed and high degrees of interrater agreement are',1, deemed

ill. necessary. First, using portfolios takes a tremendous amount of
tbneand energy, requires long training sessions with careful planning, and
PI'obably Works best when not too many portfolios are rated by a single
reader at anyone session.

. Sec.and, the reading itself tends to be more unruly than the reading of
lingle pieces of writing produced under controlled circumstances in

: n!sponSe to identical prompts. The compleXity of multiple samples keeps
,-ders from holding in check their predispositions, even biases, regarding
~,conte~t,and context. In addition, the lack of a dear context, both

" the matenal to be read and for the writers of the materiaL presents as

1could see better the fine distinctions between B-C
andC-D. Ductomy fatigue,} was beginning to doubt
my judgment; thankfully, often checki~g the s~~ple
essays helped me very much in makmg deCISIons.
(I'd "already done some referring back to sample
essays during the first two hours, whe~ It was a,lso
helpful.) Jconclude that perhaps consultm~a sconng
guide is not sufficient. Sample essays, partlCularly ~n

the third hour, seem to be an mvaluable tool m
evaluating portfolios.

Whileitisnotprecisely true to say that through m~refocusedtraining
techniques we steadily improved reIiabUi ty, it can be ~ald tha tonce,?i1st the
rather di sappointing ratio of the ini tial read ing, we d Im~ed. to t~e .:J(} len'l,
then to the ,60 level and stayed there. This gives some mdlca~lOn that the
direction of the training--toward more structure--wo:ked to mcrease the
likelihood that our readings wou Id be consisten t. The lT~provedre1ILlbIll ty
was not, however, without a price, The standardizmg sconng .gUide
achieved a better "fit" with characteristics of individual essays than WIth lhe
more varying characteristics of nonuniform .portfolios. Th~s, the sc~).nn~

guide's use shifted focus away from the vanc~y ,of expressllms that IS the
basis for the portfolio's claim to enhanced vahdlty. . .. .' "

Readers' response~ toour attempt to improve rehab,hty by movmg In

the direction of more structure formed an interesting pattern. farly
comments on the training showed raters thinking of the complexIty: of real
life reading and thus resisting the discipline necessary for readmg In il

controlled situation. :I r'
In later sessions, this resistance seemed to disappear. . Rea,t ~e~

believed the discipline of training to be necessary, even valuable, nond
h tr . t surfaced over timE',less, some of the original resistance to t e cons am s re . h

at least with a couple of readers. This pattern may say somethmg ~ot

, h Th' mcnts show that [C,10('rspositive and negative about t c process. team _
gradually' accepted the particular circumstances presented by the readl:1g

. . 't' b t certam readl rseven to the point of helpmg shape the Clrcums ances, u .' T

also showed a healthV resistance to a reading 5itua tion tha t forcc~ a read ~J1gh
. d' penencc \\ ItstY'le on them. The comments point up the para ox 111 our ex . . .... '

, t' t h' 'e rellablht\ Inp()rtfolio reading: Problems inherent In attemp 109 0 ac IC\ ,'. T

1 'f \ 'ntlIlHthe new and complex situation of reading severa nonu~" orm ~itfers

samples in portfolios force a structured approach to readmg that 'tv
from the flexible reading one ordinarily finds in a real-w.orld comml~l~l;r

of writin<' teachers. This is further evidence that the ongmal mtent () " g
n 'd "lId" s 'sment bv U"lndecision to use portfolios--to pron e a rea -wor a ses 0
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yctunresolved problems forreaderswhoseea body of work that they kilt)\\,
was produced as part of an academic course.

Third, a paradox seems to emerge from our data. When \\ e first
started this project, a colleague rather cynically noted that illtl'r.r,ltl'r

reliability depends upon a leader's imposing his or her will on r,lh'r". In
a real sense, this proved true as training sessions needed to becomc mtm'
and morc structured if readers were to reach agreement. Thu..." till'

manipulations needed to improve mter-rater reliability m,ly undermine
the very "real-life" validity that prompted portfolio reading in the first pL1C('

(for further discussion, see Hilgers & Marsella).
Those who report successful experiences with portfolios as d n1t'<llb

of evaluating student writing appear to operate without the constraints We

faced. For example, where portfolios with uniform contents sen'c dS d

"leaving exam" for a writing course, maintaining high levels of inter-rater
reliabilitv is not a pressing issue since there are other checks on the 011 tcome
(mainlv the records established by the students in the course)c Reading
sessio~s involving such portfolios are conducted in a spirit of negotiation
rather than with a goal of standardization, .

Can the rating of portfolios with nonuniform contents be u'>ed tor
research projects or for program assessments that require highly reh<lble
findings? Perhaps not, or perhaps not yet. If not yeti then we must work
to discover how we can achieve the control necessary for satisfactory' len'ls
of reliability without sacrificing the validity sought through use ofportfo
jios. If simply not, not all is lost. It may prove possible that dIfferent
purposes for assessment will dictate different trade-oUs betw~en valIdIty
and reliability. Our project did not arrive at a completely satIsfactory ~et

of trade-offs, but this experience does not mean that an acceptabk compro
mise between the validity that maintains in "real-world" settings and the
reliabilitv we seek when we want to generalize our finding~ about [{'al

people ~annot be found. Our experience does sugge~t, hO\vcvef, th<lt
writing program administrators should carefully consider the goals and
particular circumstances of assessment before they decide whether or n()t
nonuniform portfolios and holistic ratings are the best available vehlClco- for
the evaluation of writing.

Note

1. Elbow and E3elanoff rf!port that they began including a statement on the
nature of the assignments with their portfolios at the request of theJr
readers. They also specified what was to be included in the. ~or.tfoliO:~~
their portfolios were perhaps not a" vaned as ours were. ThiS might h,
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C On the runway, but not
- in the air

D_Boring and general

EXPOSITORY text:

Structure

. t. A__Imelligent thesis'
~;';.' crystal clear structure

C__Correct, but awkward

D__Awkward. noticeahle
errors

F__Error-filled

Support

A__Intelligenl & imaginative
use ofsupport

Use this sheet with each portfolio.

3. Average the two paper grades.

1. For each student text, check the appropriate grade score in each column.

.37

B__Support substantial &
well used

C__Minimally necessary
support

D__Little support, badly
used

F__Filled with generali
zations & undigested
quoles

B__Interesting thesis;
organization clear

C__Has thesis, hut obvious
and boring

D__Thesis & structure
unclear

F_No apparent thesis

rWAR
N

text scoring guide omitted]

. ".'.

B__Correct & efficient

A__Wonderful

Holds attention

36

B

A__Captivating throughout

4. If the average is between grades, use the composite grade you gave to
the "war" text to break the deadlock.

2, Compute a grade for each paper. Grade in left column should have more
weight than grade in right column.

DESCRiPTIVE or NARRA rIVE (personal experience) text:
Interest Sentences

Appendix

Portfolio Scoring Guide
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.• continuum, and deprofessionalization repr tcontinuum. esen s movement on that

Evaluating the professional status of an occupati d d
criteria used, For Maxine Hairston in on epen s on the
ecce, the existence of graduate pr~gra::i~85 Chai~'~ Address to the
tteW courses and journals, burgeonin attenda~ompOSl~?nand rhetoric,
and a thriving job market for com ~'t' dce at wnting conferences,
evidence of composition's professiInat~~~an ~hetoric faculty were all
finds indications of professionalism in the~ re... arol Be~k~nkotter,who
composition studies, points to changes i~ct~asmgspe~labzationwithin
Program Proposal Form as evidence of Hth e ca.tegor.les on the eccc
areas of interest" (155). The 1980 form had ~ prohferahO~ of specialized
number had in~reased to thirty-two, e even categones; by 1990 that

OccupatIOnal sociologists ha th'
fess

' liz' ve elf ownpro lona alion. According to G Ri measures of

pred
. d eorge tzer two

ommate . One, the structural-functional ' . approaches have
Jstics of a given profession Am th ' emphaSizes the character-

ti tha Ri
. ,Dng e structural-fun ti' 1

cs t tzer diSCUSses three . c ona characteris-
studi~: 1) a bodyofgener~lsyste::ti~::lally releva~t for composition
excluslv~possession;2)a norm ofauthori wIedge. thatls the professional's
occupational culture (48-55). tyover chents; and 3) a distinctive

Regardin~the bodyofsystematicknowled . .
there are any inherent qualitative cliff ge,Ritzerqueshonswhether
~pr:ofessionsin terms of knowled e" :~;ces b~tween professions and
live.differences exist, they have bee~artifi .surmlses that "where qualita
~ of access of their knowledge to oth Cl~~I(Y created by professionals'
8llion, access to knowledge ha t b ers 49). In the case of compo-
_.... s no een expli 'tl d .J~'" composition teachers b h ., Cl Y emed, but for many
1:lft..

Ho
h d ' Y g ettOlzmg writi' .,....~ epartment, perpetuated th . ng mstruction m the

shouIdteachwriting Thew .ti e notion that only they could and
ever, with its assum~tion ~at:~~~:o~s~~he-curriculummovement, how=emiC literacy, potentiallyunder~In~S share ~h~ responsibility for

on a body of systematic knowled es t e exclUSIVity of composition's
of dep~ofessionalization. ge and thus can be seen as evidence

of
Ritzer'ssecondstructural-fun' . .authority" is' . ctional charactenshc, the so-called "

Una ' an Interesting one for teachers f .. . ~orm
ex~of the red-pencil-wielding Engr h t ~ w.ntmg. The tradItional

e, and the easy associati . t~S eac er IS authoritarian to the
~tence and grammatical c~; Into e popular mind between writing
to a aura,surrounding the act ofc~~ :~~ together wit~ the often myste
~thor-Ize the position of writing f h on, ~asmadelteasy and natural

the disciplines, those of us . eac er ~ . yen among our colleagues
tn composItion often arouse discomfort

T
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It may seem odd to invoke the notion of deprofessi.onalization in reference
to an occupation whose bid for professi.onal status has been so zealous and
socomparatively recent. Indeed, many insiders would doubtless resent the
implication that their occupation, which has finally achieved some hard
eamed respect within the academy, is somehow becoming less profe~
sion31. Ifmy suggestion that writing teachers have been"deprofessionalized"
arouses my colleagues' ire, itprobab\y inspires little more than a yawn from
occupational sociologists, who have been discussing the general phenom
enon for over twenty years (Haug; Haug and Sussman). Within that group,
however, the assumption is that deprofessionalization is due primarily to
threats from without, while I will argue that for composition instruction it
has resulted mostly from internal, self-imposed changes. Furthermore, the
very assumption that deprofessionalization represents a threat to writing
teachers is, as I hope to show, debatable. In any event, composition studies
would do well to assess developments within the field in light of
deprofessionalization, for the discipline's professional image will have
much to do with its continui.ng struggle for recognition and influence

within the academy.To suggest that composition is undergoing deprofessionahzation
implies that the field had achieved professional status and is now in the
process of losing that statuS. It should be noted that the notion of
professionalizaton refers either to a process whereby occupations acquire
the status of profession or the degree to which an occupation has achieved
that status. Professionalization is, therefore, a dynamic rather than a static
condition. Those occupations that have sought but not yet achieved full
professional standing--for example, nurses, social workers, pharmacists,
etc.--are always in the process of trying to achieve it, while the estab\ished
professions, such as medicine and law, are always in the process of
protecting their standing in the face of various external threats to their
domain. Furthermore, although sociologists sometimes use the termS
nonpro£ession, semiprofession, and profession as though they designated
fair\y discrete categories, the notion of a continuum is more accurate and
helpful. As Ritzer notes, "The idea of a continuum growS out of the focUS
on social change" and enables researchers "to study how and why at'
occupation moves up or down the scale" (43). Professionalizatio

n
, then, is
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lawyer.
Closely related to a margin of indetermination is a level of uncer

tainty· As long as professionals deal with their clients' areas of uncertain ty,
their professional wisdom is valued and their professional status secure. It
makes sense, therefore, for the professional "to protect as well as to expand
this area of uncertainty and thereby increase his power" (Ritzer 58). The
ever-increasing complexity of getting a divorce or filing one's income tax
is in the best interests of lawyers and accountants, assuring them a ready

'~I' supply of clients.
:tl ,< How does composition fare when analyzed in terms of the power
~~" approach to professionalization? Does the teaching of writing enjoy a
~: margin of indetermination? Some recent trends in composition appear to

narrow that margin. A process approach to writing, for example, stresses
the st~ps ~r stages or. components of the act of composing, thereby
rendenng It less esotenc, more accessible, and more manageable. Peer
feedback groups in the composition class are based on the assumption tha t
students, not just teachers, are qualified respondents to each other's
writing. The writing-across-the-curriculum movement, with its assump
ti~.~t the responsi~ility for teaching writing should be shared among all
disciplines, democratlzes the teaching of writing. Final!y, the proliferation
of computer software designed to aid not only in checking spelling and
grammar but also invention, organization and style suggests that much of
the writing instructor's "esoteric" knowledge may be encoded in computer
programs. As Marie Haug, writing about trends in the professions as a
w~oIe,~~ n~ted, "To the extent that scientific professional knowledge can
be cocbfied, It can be broken into bits, stored in a computer memory, and
recalled ~s needed. No longer need it be preserved in the professional's

I head or m books alone. A great deal of the learning transmitted to
• professional-in-training can be made accessible in this way" (201).

d:~' As the margin of indetermination surrounding composition shrinks,
the level of uncertainty also decreases. While the study of literature often
tends to mystify the act of writing, many composition teachers and current
teetb.ooks seek to demystify it. From literature we get the idea that writers

',1 are gtfted, that they w~rkalone, that they write when they are inspired. But
one need not be a senous student of literature to have distorted notions
:Out h~w texts are produced. As Murray has observed, most students
~an.~poV~rishedview of how writing is created. They "have never

~ .w~ting bemg made. They believe that teachers and writers know a":gt.~ nte tha~ pla~eswords on the page~ an order that is full of grace and
aning th~ £trst time, that each work arnves correctly spelled, each piece

~~ctuationappears at the ~oment. it is needed, and that all rules of
nc, grammar, and mechamcs fall mto place on their own" (105).
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and a reluctance to let us see any piece of writing that is not sufficiently
"finished."

Today's composition teacher, however, is conflicted about the notion
of authorit~·. Browsing through the 1991 CCCC Convention Program, for
example, r~veals such ·titles as: "Responding to Student Writing: Is There
an Expert in the House?"; "Involving Students in Assessment"; "Empmver
ment/Being All That You Can Be: Negotiating the Costs of Critic'll
Pedagogy"; "Giving Up Authority Just When They've Got It: New ~A~ and
Student-Centered Writing"; "Learning from Students: Surrendcnng Ex
pectation and Adapting to Realities." The mantle ofauthority tradition<1l1y
bequeathed to composition teachers is increasingly one they are re!uct,mt
to don. But to the extent that composition instructors seek ways to
empower their students, to help students recognize a~d de~elop their own
authority as writers, they alter their own professIonal tmage, at Il'<lst
according to structural-functionalists.

Ritzer's other structural-functional characteristic, a distinctive occu
pational culture, is readily documented for compositio~, The cmer~t.'nce

of CCCC as a viable subset of NCTE, the numerous natIonal and regIOnal
writing conferences now in existence, the number of journals focusing on
writing and the teaching of writing--all of these have ~ontnbuted to a.
culture, or at least a subculture, that reinforces among Its members the
feeling that what they do is vocationally distinctive. It is possible, though,
that the academic specialization noted by Berkenkotter might lessen tht.'
commonality of purpose felt by those within the field of composition.
Professional unity is also compromised by composition's persistent depen~
dence on part-time instructors, many of whom do not feel a sense 01

professional identity (Wallace). .
The other main approach to professionalization within occupatIOnal

sociology is the po~erapproach. Ritze~defines po,:,"er as'~the ab.ility.of I~~
occupation (really lts leaders) to obtam (and retam) a set of nghts d

privileges (and obligations) from societal groups that otherwise migh.t not
grant them" (56). In addressing the question, "Where does profest.~onal

Power come from?" Ritzer points to two key sources: a margm of
d 'tl "theindetermination and a level of uncertainty. The first has to 0 WI 1

. b" d th t' ldedegree to which an occupatIOn's task(s) cannot e rouhmze, a IS, m,
available to masses of people" (57). Human physiology and psychology dft'

. f . I theso complicated, we have become convmced, that .only a pro, eSSlOna , 'ss.
physician or the therapist can be trusted to prescnbe treatment for IUnL:
Th~ law, too, has become a domain into which lay people venture at theIr
peril. The wise citizen--whethcr contemplat~gmarria?e ,or dissolu tl~)~~

whether buying or selling, whether confernng or clalmmg, consults

,

I I

i !
I
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The sick person is expected to analyze his condition
in terms--is it serious or non-serious, does it require
medical treatment or Some other alleviative action,
etc.--which imply diagnostic and prognostic evalua
tion, buton presenta tion to the doctor the sick person
is expected to "forget" his Own priorassessment of the
condition and defer to the doctor's; the sick person is
first encouraged to participate in and then excluded
from the therapeutic process. (277)
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Do writing teachers do the same thing? Certainly an emphasis on
8~dents.elf-diagnosisisa hallmark of much current writing instruction, for
It IS Consistent with the conviction that, as Hawkins puts it, "the teacher is
.~~ ~lely re~ponsible for wha~ goes on in t~e classroom" (11). But when
:.~ -d.lagn~sls leads student~ eLther to ~uestion authority (and as long as
'!trechers gIve grades, they WLll be perceIved to have authority) or to resist
:hnabn~nt (Elbow, Co~traries 81-82), ho~ do teache~s respond? It may be

POSSible to generahze about teachers behaVIOr In such situations, but
I~ both the challenges and the responses do much to shape our

OIVlng professional image.

an Anyatt~mptto analyze the ~rofessionaliz~hon ordeprofessionalization
OCcupatIOn assumes a certam amount of mternal occupational consis
. ~ether com~osition evidences that consistency is certainly argu

Ie, as IS the question of whether it should be internally consistent.

ttudents to get feedback from other readers, whether classmates, friends,
'. tutors, or others, composition teachers both systematize and sanction what

Bloor and Horobin, writing about physicians and their patients, call "lay
consultants." Bloor and Horobin hypothesize that "the proto-patient who
hasoegotiated a diagnosis with his lay consultants is likely to present to his
doctor a relatively well developed set of requests ... [and] to be less
compliant in his interaction with the doctor than is the patient whose proto
patient career has been foreshortened" (278-79).

While physicians do not encourage prospective patients to consult Jay
: people before making office visits, they may, in an effort to minimize trivial
. consultations, subtly encourage patients to assess their Own condition in

"', order to decide whether an office visit is really necessary. Such behavior
, may make patients more capable of and more likely to engage in sclf
, diagnosis, which in turn may make them more likely to question the

physician's judgmen ts. Because doctors disli ke both trivial office visits and
.. ~:) challenges to their authority, Bloor and Horobin accuse them of placing

patients in a "double bind":
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Murray, ofcourse, is interested indemythologizing and demysti fyi ng
the writing process for students. Lisa Ede shows a similar interest in her
recent freshman writing text, where she attacks head-on "the romantici.t,ed
image of the writer struggling alone until inspiration strikes" (15). Ede, like
many other composition teachers, wants her students to feel part of d

community of writers and to see writing as a process of mak~~gmeaning,
not a gift imparted to the fortunate few. To the extent that wrltmg teachers
attempt to level the playing field, they reduce the level of uncertainty
surrounding the act of writing, indeed, most teachers probably feel that
reducing uncertainty is part of their job. According to the power approach
to professionalization, however, they may b~ ma~g th.eir job security
more uncertain. Perhaps the ultimate uncertamty LS the dlsappearancl' of
the teacher altogether, a state of affairs described in some detail in Pet(;'r
Elbow's Writing Without Teachers.

The word "power," like "authority," makes many modern composi
tion theorists and teachers nervous. Whena Peter Elbow talks about power,
for instance it is not something to be guarded by members of the elite, thilt
is, teachers,' but rather a power available to everyone. His book, Writill~
with Power, says Elbow, is based on "an assumption that virtually everYOl~e

has available great skill with words. That is, everyone can, under certam
conditions, speak with clarity and power" (7).

If a major component of professionalization is power, then
deprofessionalization is primarily the loss of pow~r. One explanatJOn ft:~

professionals' perceived loss of power that has achLe\:ed some noto~lety ~s

the "revolt of the client," a tendency for clients to questton the professlOncl1 s
authority. Client revolt is fueled, among other things, by incrcil:"ed
knowledge; the more clients know, the less willing they are to trust the
judgment and authority of the professional. Haug and .Sussman, wnt~ng
at the end of the 1960s, saw in the student demonstrahons of the period
evidence for a challenge to the professional expertise of college and
university teachers. Two decades later, though, it is more difficult to see
college students as clients in revolt. Most teachers are as likely to lame~t

student passivity as they are to complain of excessive challenges to theLr
authority. The gripe against today's students is usually that they a.re too
extrinsically oriented and motivated to risk biting the hand that w111 one
day pass them on to the hand that will feed them, Also, modern col.lege

sn;dents, according to most faculty, are less knowledgeable and sh]1e~
than their predecessors, especially in the area of writing, a~d hence ~essable
and likely to mount an effective challenge to the teache~S authonty. ,a

Composition has, however, adopted some prac.hces that create, 5

climate in which "client revolt" could flourish. By stressmg that as teacht:~

they are not the onIy audience for student w ri hng and by encouraging theIr
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studying the lawyer-client relationship in 59 personaL injury claims,
Rosenthal found that participating clients tended to receive better settle
ments than did traditional clients. Rosenthal concludes that "neither
lawyer nor client should be in charge, but that professional service should
be a matter of shared responsibility" (2),

Increasingly in the composition classroom, the participatory model is
the norm, as it has always been in the writing center. [n this respect, writing
teachers are allied with psychotherapists, most of whom adopt a participa
torymodel of therapist-patient relations. Indeed, Rogerian psychology has
significantly influenced conceptualizations of writing conference dynam
ics (Duke, Murphy, Reigstad and McAndrew, Taylor). To the extent that
writing teachers sec their task in Rogerian terms, proViding clients with
"the opportunity of making responsible choices" (Rogers 51), they will
adoptwhat Reigstad and McAndrew call a "student-centered" conferdncing
'style, in which students "are treated as conversational equals and felImv
writers" (30) who determine "the direction of thl:' session, initiating move
mertttoeach new phaseof the conference"(29). Some research suggests that
this ~pproach is marc effective than a directive, teacher-centered style.
StudIes ~y Beau~ont and Jacobs and Karliner note a clear relationship
hetwe,en ~struchonal style and students' revision of their writing, finding
that dIrective, prescriptive instructional roles promoted student passivitv
and minimal revision, while a collaborative, student-centered approach
produced more substantial revisions in students' drafts.

.Despit: ~he effectiveness and appeal of collaborative approaches to
tea~g WrIting, there are factors militating against their Widespread
.adOption, and these factors have to do with the roles with which teachers
and students feel comfortable, Diane StelLer Morrow, a former doctor
~~d tutor who explore~ possible connections between physicians and
W~ti~g tuto~s,. desc~ibes three models of doctor-patient r~lationships:::vtty-paSSlVlty, gUldance-~ooperation, and mutual participation. In the

.. t two models, t~e doctor IS assumed to be knOWledgeable, the patient
Ignorant. In the thIrd model, the phvsician does not claim to know what

"Js best for the patient; instead, detc;mining the best Cour~e of treatment
;becomes ~sharedgoal of the interaction between doctor and patient. While
~the ~r~cti;e of medicine has changed and with it the conception of the
~slClan s role, mutual participation, says Morrow, "is not, by any means,

m?stprevalent model" (227). She speculates that mutual participation
. faIled to ~ecome more popular because of both doctors' and patients'
tudes. Patients do expect their doctor to bean expert, to know more than

ey do, to diagnose, to give specific advice--in short, to fulfill a tradition
y ~rofessional role. Physicians, for their part, recognize that a pMient's

t m the doctor can be mstru mental in the patient taking action that wiJi

Bartholomae in his 1988 Chair's Address to ecce, concludes with an
appeal to resist calls for "a disciplined, ordered field," stating flatly: "[ al1\

suspicious of calls for coherence.. 1suspect that most.of ~e problems in
academic life--problems of teachmg, problems of thmkmg--come from
disciplinary boundaries and disciplinary habits" (49). T~ ~he exte~t that
Bartholomae's characterization of and hopes for composItIon studies are
representative, to the extent that we are "fractious, pror:e to argument.' ..
multivocaL dialogical," attempts to analyze the profesSIon as a profeSSion
will be complicated. .

While it may be difficult to say exactly what the n~w paradlg~ of
composition instruction looks like or just wher~ we are m the paradigm
shift (Hairston, "Winds"), it seems clear that a dl~ferent role h.a~ emerged
for the writing teacher. The new writing teacher IS mor.e a faCllttator than

d ' nserof truth a referee rather than a judge (Hawkms), a collaboratora lspe, h d d' ..
rather than an evaluator Gacobs and Karliner), a coac an lagnosttClan
(Murray) a commentator and counselor (Harris). These roles all narrow
the gap between teacher and students. 1?'ey also redefine, as I h,~ve

ested the nature of professional authonty and may be seen as ha\ mg
sugg , . . f . l' t'
contributed to deprofessionalIzation. Whether. depro eSSlOna Iza lon, as
defined by occupational sociologists, is a negattve phenomenon for com

position, however, is debatable. . . li-

As Ritzer notes, professionals have never enjoyed unrestricted a
thority over clients. Especially for such professionals as doctors an.d
lawyers whose livelihoods depend on a constant flow of patient~, there lS

conside;able pressure to accommodate oneself to patients' deslres (164
C l' t' th same165). Most writing teachers do not have to compete lor c len s m.e t

way that other professionals do. Still, since in most de~art~e~tsstud~~_
evaluations figure in promotion, advancement, and ment declslons~tea
ers are obliged to pay attention to students' wishes and to then o~n

standing in students' eyes. Writing teachers are not strangers, then, to t e
demands of what Ritzer calls "client-centered conflict" and to the pressure
to compromise as a way of coping with that conflict., omise

Compromise with clien ts does not, however, necessanly compr f
. , h t of the pro es-the quality of the profeSSIOnal s performance or t e au come, I I' ot

sional-client consultation. Rosenthal, in his study of prof~~slon~ -cl~he
relations among lawyers, observed two approaches: t~etradltiona and the
participatory The traditional model "holds that chent welfaedre an. ant

. . l' . fpr orolnpublicinterestarebestservedbytheprofesslOna sex~rClseo 0 him
control over and responsibility for the problem-solvmg delegated t the

r
rather passively by the client" (2). The partici~atorymodel" on t7~0~trol
hand, holds that 'both client and consultant gam from.a sha:l~g 0 After
over many of the decisions arising out of the relatIOnshIp (7).
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promote healing and health. Thus, the doctor may well be reluctant to sav,
"I don't know." .

Within composition circles, it is fashionable to espouse "dialogic"
approaches to wri ting and teaching. The politically correct wri ting teacher
is expected to agree with the Freirean dictum that "knowledge of the object
to be known is not the sole possession of the teacher" and that "the object
to be known is put on the table between the two subjects of knowing" (14),
Especially for the composition instructor, as opposed to the subject-area
faculty member, the teacher is expected to concede the authority of the
writer, recognizing, as Donald Murray asserts, that "as much as the teacher
-the experienced writer--knows about writing, the composition teacher
does not--and should not--know the subject of the student's draft as well as
the student writer" (129).

These concessions are, from the standpoint of professional authority,
just that: concessions. Writing teachers who believe that their role as
authority and expert inhibits their students' empowennent as writers, and
who deliberately shun thatrole, are in the process significantly affecting the
way they are perceived professionally, both by clients and by peers. Many
composition teachers, still chary about their tenuous status in the academy,
would appreciate the irony felt by a colleague of mine, who, on the way
home from a CCCC convention, observed, "Everybody keeps telling me to
give up my power. What power?"

This, then, is the postmodem writing teacher's dilemma: Theexperts
in the field tell her to actively resist being cast in the role of expert. Her goal
should be to empower student writers. Her classroom should be collabo
rative, dialogic, her pedagogy liberatory and nonauthoritarian. The result
of these attitudes and behaviors, she is assured, willbe better writing, and,
more importantly, better writers, but another result, one that does not get
talked about nearly as much, is deprofessionalization. What is the future
of a deprofessionalized segment of the academy in times of retrenchment?

From the perspective of occupational sociology, participatory, col
laborative, liberatory, or student-centered pedagogies are evidence. of
deprofessionalization because they weaken teachers' claim to an excl~slve

body of knowledge, lessen their authority over clients, diffuse professlOnal

power, and narrow the margin of indetermination teachers enjoy, As I ha.ve

suggested, deprofessionalization, by this definition, does not necessanly
compromise the quality of what goes on in the composition classroom.
Indeed, it may result in more effective teaching and learning. Fur~ennor~
as I have noted, composition is not the only profession to have dlScovere
the effectiveness of "deprofessionalized" approaches to client relations. A~
the same ~e, deprofessiona1iza~o~d?e5 affect composition's image aod
standing m the academy. For a dlsclplme that has worked long and har
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10 achiev~ pr~fes~ion.al status in the university, what 1 have called
deprofesslOnahza~on15 a dynamic that composition teachers would do
well to pay attentlOn to and be self-conscious about.

Em~rson wrote: "Nature arms each man with some faculty which
enables hun to do easJly some feat impossible to any other, and thus makes
him necessary to society." Peter Elbow has said, "I think teachers learn to
be more useful when it is clearer that they are not necessary" (Teachers x).

I. Betw~these ~o poles, teachers of writing live and move and have their
professional bemg.
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Jady Swilky

Reconsidering Faculty Resistance to
Writing Reform

5/

concerning student resistance show, resistance cansignify something other
, ,or more than "negative" behavior. Although faculty resistance to cross
", curricular writing instruction can be a conscious or unconscious attempt to
,.'~rve the status quo, such response also can represent a critical interro
sation of the purposes of reform or uncertainty about the objectives of

, educational change. To deny either possibility limits our ability to distin
:' guish unproductive opposition to arguments for reform from productive
, responses that question the agendas that reformers impose on others.

I want to reconsider the way WAC proponents have been defining
resistance, taking into account how oppositional response to writing
reform~-likestudent resistance to teaching--can represent both "positive"
and "negative" behavior. My aim is to illuminate reasons for and forms of

, faculty resistance to writing reform. I will base my analysis on my
· collaboration with faculty during a summer seminar and over the ensuing
, semester, concentrating on how their writing and their behavior suggest
; and represent forms of resistance to reform. I will focus on two faculty
• members who supposedly intend to change their teaching by using writing

to promote learning, who have similar interests and experience, and who
distinguish themselves through their ideological dispositions..

I

',~ Writing Before the Seminar
The seminar aimed to introduce participants to theoretical and practical
literature so they could gain awareness of how students can learn course
content and discursive practices, as well as reformulate their understand-

· ing, through writing and revision. In addition, during seminar sessions
" faculty were asked to play roles students can (and often do) assume in the

educational process, and then to discuss the various ways students might
participate more actively in the classroom. Before the seminar, participants

· responded to questions about themselves as writers and about the writing
that they require from students. Through these introductory statements,
then, participants suggested their support for and / or opposi tion to the
seminar's objectives.

Robert, a rhetorician and senior member of the faculty, introduced
himselfby providing two responses, one focusing on himself as a writer and
the other describing his teaching. When Robert discussed his own writing
career, he inscribed himself in an exploratory mode:

What scares me is not writing. For years I did not
write because I had nothing to say. Today I write
regularly .... How do I feel about this writing? I do
not enjoy writing this specific assignment. It is a
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Over the last decade, writing and educational specialists have dcvoted
considerable attention to defining and studying resistance. By determining
the various ways that shldents respond to curriculum, educators and
compositionists have illuminated how resistance can represent both "posi
tive" and "negative" responses to teaching, as well as how we C,1n idclltify
and respond to these behaviors to effect transformation. Perspectives on
resistance represcn t a range of oppositional behaviars tha tare signi£icilntly
influenced by social relations, pedagogical objectives, and institutional
conditions. For instance, some perceive resistance as oppo~itionalbch<lvior
that both reacts against the demands of the dominant ideology and serves
the goals of affirming student voices, exercising critical interrogation, and
improving the quality of education (Giroux 107-08; also see Chase 15, 20
21). Others, by contrast, consider it a "negative" response to the ideology
that informs a particular pedagogy, such as feminism, which can be
productively resisted through teacher commentary and response (Wolff
485,490-91; also see Bauer 387,392-93). What this sampling of recent work
suggests is that by considering competing perspectives on rc~ista~ce,

writing instructors can attain clearer understanding of what IS bemg
resisted, the causes of such resistance, and how to address such behaVior.

The scope and concerns of this recent work do not characterize all
discussions concerned with resistance, however. When proponents of
writing across the curriculum (WAC) speak about resistance, coming from
faculty rather than students, they gcnerally assign a negative meantng,
identifying institutional divisions, policies and practices, as well as f~culty
attitudes and beliefs, that represent obstacles to "positive·' curncul~r
change (Fulwiler and Young 289-93; McLeod 343; Russell 191). In:'p~.dl
ments to WAC reform have been defined, recently, as "the enemlcs ~f
cross-curricular writing programs (Fulwiler and Young 287). From thiS
perspective, rcsistance becomes support for the status quo, and those who
resist oppose meaningf~l reform. . . _ _ and

This thinking restncts our ability to understand the reasons for,. .
na ture of resistance because it fa i Is to perceive the possibiIity of produC.tl\'~

. d· '510nsopposition to reformers' attempts to mfluence others. As ISCllS.
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struggle; it is taking more time than I thought. What
I have written is written in a computer, not in stone.

These statements reveal Robert's understanding of how writing can be a
complicated activity, one that entails "struggle." Robert also suggests that
he believes writing is a process of revision, that is, nothing is written "in
stone." His statements about teaching, however, indicate that the afore
mentioned convictions about writing, particularly his implied beliefs
concerning struggle and revision, do not apply to his use of writing in the
classroom:

Public speaking is discovering the best answer to a
question of policy or value over which the truth or
falsity can be argued and locating and refuting the
reasons that the audience is against the speaker's
conclusion. The public speaker is a participant in a
process by which citizens arrive at good judgments.

In the course, students write three manuscripts
[ofspeeches1and two short papers. The manuscripts
are graded on the learning goals for the speech and
on the standards of university level writing. Foreach
paper, students select a topiC, locate the crucial issue
and refute it .... Students develop critical reading
skills by evaluating papers, ranking them according
to how they meet the learninggoals of the assignment
and how they demonstrate university level writing.

The way Robert uses writing suggests that his assumptions and goals
are at odds with the objectives of the seminar. He provides students with
a list of "learning goals" and "standards of university level writing," whic~
students apply when they evaluate an oral presentation or rank their peers
papers. Although students receive responses to their writing, throug.h
verbal feedback to speeches and numerical evaluations of papers, thIS
commentary is not intended to assist them in reVising a speech or rewri hng
a paper.

Robert closes his introductory statement with a series of questions that
could signal positive and negative resistance to reform: "Why are several
short assignments better than a single paper?"; "Does peer feedback
provide quality as well as quantity?"; and "What is university writing and
how does one teach it?" Considering his description of his public-speaking
course, his years of teaching experience, and his expertise in a form of
language use, Robert may be challenging the "writing expert" a stance that
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suggests his potential resistance to change. (His questions could also
reflect a longstanding dispute between public speaking and English de

rtments over the purposes of teaching writing.) At the same time,
Cwever, his inquiries may represent his genuine interest in entertaining
activities that he is aware of but has not yet integrated into his teaching.

In contrast to the way Robert separated hls responses to questions,
Robin, a philosopher of language and senior member of the faculty,
integrated his analysis of his writing with his diswssion of teaching:

I start out to write a defense of Socrates but end up
with a personal paper relating my mounting climb
ing experiences to the simile of the cave by way of
Wittgenstein .. ,. Now the problem is whether this
is an excuse for being unphilosophical or whether
such an approach can only be made after one has
established oneself.

This is my dilemma with students as well. Are
they inventive or sloppy, insightful or lucky, scho
lastic or Socratic? Perhaps that's why I have students
keep notebooks that they tum in from time to time.
The format for this writing is the problem, however.
Should students copy a passage from the [assigned]
reading, interpret it, and relate their response to
previous entries? Or should I select a specific
passage and have them follow "how-to-read phi
losophy" guidelines?

Robin's discussjon of his own writing indicates that he believes
composing is a process ofproducingnew understanding because intention
changes through the process of writing itS€lf. At the same time, however,

, he questions the value of exploration for students. Before finishing his
. introductory statement Robin reveals a possible cause of his "dilemma."
, He explains that he presently asks students to follow a guide and to write
Ilbout a passage selected for them, because "reading diverse responses and
rereading earlier responses is just too much work." Moreover, he reads
these notebooks "at midterm and at the end of the semester." His primary
concern seems to be managing the work load, and because of this priority,
he may resist any change that requires more of his time and labor.
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Writing During the Seminar
During the first two weeks of the seminar, participants read and wrote
about articles concerned with theory and practice, becoming engaged with
issues such as the purposes ofschooling, writing in the disciplines, writing
assignments, and responding tostudent texts. Faculty scrutinized, through
writing as well as discussion, the convictions they held and the theory
presented to them in the seminar, Each day we discussed the readings and
participants' writing, in small groups and as a seminar, focusing on the
pertinence or irrelevance of the readings to participants' concerns and
objectives.

Robert, the rhetorician, wrote terse responses that focused on how the
readings failed to address one or more of his concerns, Moreover, he
consistently inquired about the university's freshman reading and writing
course, particularly how instructors prepare students to write for other
collegecourses. At his request, and with the approvalofother participants,l
we read articles that pertain to the introductory writing course, which
elicited this response from Robert:

You offer me some theoretical mumbo jumbo. Per
haps [am a nuts-and-bolts teacher. You propose that
it is possible for students to become more competent
writers if they try to "discover" what they want to
say. I am more interested in reasoned argument than
exploration. What happens when students have nei
ther anything to say nor skills to write? What about
mechanics and organization? Students in the classes
that I teach who have taken English 1have problems,
What can I expect of your students as writers after
they complete English I?

Robert's questions suggest assumptions about teaching, leaming, and
institutional responsibilities that might causehim to resist change. Suspect
of the freshman writing course's objectives and critical of what students
learn in this course, he appears to challenge the "writing expert" and may
wonder why he should listen to the recommendations proposed in this
seminar, At the same time, however, his questions may represent an
attempt to initiate a dialogue, his combative approach notwithstanding,
Being a "nuts-and-bolts" teacher, as well as a rhetorican trained in the
classical tradition, he encounters "mumbo jumbo" that challenges his
assumptions and priorities, and therefore he questions this "new rhetoric."
Robert considers himself a language expert and an accomplished teacher,
subjectivities supported by his scholarship and institutional recognition,
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and it is reasonable to assume that he will not change his beliefs unless
persuaded by "reasoned argument"--what he expects from all orators--that
addresses his concerns and priorities. .

Robin, the philosopher of language, pro?uced a res~o,nse ~a.t, h~e
Robert's writing, is critical of some academtcs, but Robm s cntiClsm IS

directed at those who allegedly control language use in the university and
in professional journals:

The rules for successfully inventing the university
reside in the hands of mostly white men who do not
give others the secrets of successful invention. If the
writing is white enough, it is deemed to be a proper
copy of the Platonic form of the universi~. Now we
all know about studies that show how bhnd referees
cannotdiscern male writing from female writing. We
also know that at times most blindfolded people
peek. .

Bartholomae claims that all the student wnters
he knows are aware of [academic] conventions. This
may be true . . . but the guardians of academi.c
language games decide whose inventions of the unI
versity are genuine and whose will never geta patent.
I'm inclined to think that such talk about students
"learning to speak our language, to speak as we do,"
is a way to exclude whomever we want under the
guise of objective standards.

Although Robin's oppositional voice appears to supP?rt the ~xpansion

of language use in the university, he fails to discuss how hIS teachmg w.ould
serve this end. On the one hand, he implies that he opposes educatiOnal
practice that underscores teaching students "to speak our language,"
because this agenda excludes certainstudentsand preserves the sta tus quo,
yet at the same time, he makes no effort to explainhow he wo~ld~ncourage
students to write in ways that would counter the alleged objectIves of the
"guardians of academic language games." .

Perhaps Robin fails to present an alternative to the st~tus quo because
his primary interest is not the expansion of language u~ l~ th~ classroom.
In other words, his main concern may be the effect of mstitutional power
on himself, not on students. When he refers to those individuals who will
never receive a "patent" for their "inventions," is he speaking about stu
dents, teachers (like himself) outside the mainstream, or both g~,oups? In
his response, Robin is preoccupied with the idea t~~t the rules. for
successfully inventing the university," as well as for gaming entrance mto
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professional journals, are available to a select few, a group that Rob'
suggests, in his response, ignores him and many others. In

Writing After the Seminar
Before the seminar ended, participants and rmet to discuss their pinns for
revising their courses. We agreed that during the fall semester V'ie would
work collaboratively, so I could assist them with designing ilssignments
and responding to student writing, as well as converse with them abo ut" ny
problems orcomplications they encountered. We also agreed that teachers
and students would evaluate the uses and value of the writing acti\'ities
and that I would visit classes.

During the seminar, Robin decided that he would allow students in his
philosophy course more interpretive freedom, no longer rcquiflng that
they follow rigid guidelines forinterpreting an assigned passage (sec p. ')1).

He also intended to read student writing frequently throughout the
semester.

Robin and I neither spoke nor corresponded about his philosophv
course until the fifth week of the semester when he sent me his syllabus and
promised to forward copies of student writing, Not until the week before
finals was I allowed to visit his class and given the opportunity to reild his
students' writing. In his course evaluation, Robin explained his intentions
for revising his course and what actually occurred when he returned to the
classroom:

When l left the seminar, I decided to abandon the
step-by-step guidelines for reading and writing. r
also wanted to make writing a central concern of the
course.

... I quickly let writing take a back seilt to
lecture, [however], occasionally using it to initiate a
class discussion. Although I intended to collect the
writing every other week, I pushed it to the side
because 1felt I didn't have time for it. It wasn't until
mid-semester that I read and responded to what
students had written .... The notebook was extra
work which was placed on top of an already existing
course.

Robin's earlier writing foreshadows the behavior described in this
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reading and writing assignments, and his indecision can be partly, and
perhaps mostly, attributed to his concern for managing the work load.
After the seminar, he intended to make "writing a central concern of the
course," yet in the classroom he "quickly" ignored this "extra work,"
assigning "it a back seat to lecture," pushi~~ "it to the side." It appears that
Robinmade no genuine attempt to use wntmg to promote leammg and that
he resisted reform because improving the quality and conditions of
leaming is less important to him than managing time and labor.

The lack of communication that characterizes my "collaboration" with
R bin contrasts with the regularity of conversation that characterizes my
work with Robert. Before the seminar ended, Robert and I discussed and
debated many issues, and he eventually decided to restructure his use of
writing in his public-speaking course. We agreed that Robert would send
student writing to me each week throughout the semester and that we
would discuss the assignments and his response to writing on a weekly
basis.

Robert intended to use writing to promote learning by having students
revise and write more frequently. He planned to modify his course by
asking students to rewrite their speech texts after they receive feedback
from the class and by requiring them to write "reflections" on what they
learn from giving a specific speech. J recommended that Robert respond
to the drafts of speech texts, but he rejected my advice because of the
amount ofwork involved in responding to drafts and rewrites. Early in the
semester, when I read drafts and revisions of speech texts, I noticed that
students were concentrating on changing the surface features of their
writing. I suggested to Robert that if he responded to the content of early
drafts, students might then produce more substantive revisions. In
response to my suggestion, he wrote, "Your point about responding to
manuscripts before rewrites is well taken. Students aren't rewriting
'content.' I'll try reading and responding to their manuscripts."

That Rohert resisted yet eventually adopted my idea suggests that his
previous opposition to change (see p. 54) stems from ingrained belief abou t
learning, which now, after our discussion, is being tested by his reposition
ing himself in the learning process. Throughout the semester, he scruti
nizedand revised his teaching, and such behavior is described in his course
evaluation:

I required students to write so they could become
more proficient as public speakers and more knowl
edgeable about public speaking.

I modified my original plan to allow for revision, fi rst
by requiring rewrites and then by helping students
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with their revisions. What I have discovered, how
ever, is that not much change occurs through rewrit
ing. Perhaps I am partly responsible for the results
of this experiment, because my commentary may not
have given students specific reasons for revising.

I believe the reflections onora tory have worked.
For the final assignment, I asked students to read
their first reflections and write about how their
thinking has changed. On the whole, students refor
mulated their thinking, ... Next semester, I will
require students to reflect on present and past per
formances throughout the course.

Robert's evaluation reveals both positive and negative resistance. On
the one hand, he experimented with and scrutinized my ideas, \vhich
caused him to use revision for his own purposes--to have students refor
mulate their ideas in their "reflections." On the other hand, he has not
entirely changed his assumptions about learning and therefore does not
modify the way he responds to student texts. Throughout the seme"tt>T, he
provides students with directives, such as "explain this subpoinf' or
"provide suppor!," despite our discussions concerning ways to ask ques
tions that give students "reasons" for expanding and/or rethinking their
writing. By maintaining this approach to responding to studt>nt texts,
Robert works against his goal of assisting students as they attempt to
reformulate their understanding of oratory.

Working Against Resistance
One inference that I draw from this analysis of my colleagues and their
writing is that to understand the sources and nature of resistance, and to
assist teachers who are serious about changing their pedagogy, \'IlC need to
collaborate with instructors as they revise their courses. The short seminar
has serious limitations as a means of effecting change, in part because
teachers are frequently responding to noveL complex ideas; in part because
wecan misread the reasons for and the nature of their responses; and in pMt
because genuine pedagogical transformation requires the implementing
and testing of ideas and strategies in the classroom.

As Robert's and Robin's cases demonstrate, when we work with
teachers as they revise and scrutinize their teaching (if they elect to do so),
we attain fuller understanding of their ideology and resistance, and with
this knowledge we can work more effectively to encourage different levels
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transformation. As Deborah Swanson-Owens argues, the effectiveness
our efforts to improve curriculum is contingent, in part, on our under

. ding "why it is appropriate" for teachers to respond to reform as they
, 0, which necessitates understanding "practitioners and not just practice"

95). Both Robert's and Robin's actions after the seminar reveal how
ent determinants, including personality, assumptions, beliefs, and

titutional conditions, affect teachers' decisions about pedagogical pri
, 'ties, And Robin's writing and behavior before, during, and after the

, ar illustrate how a teacher can behave one way in this educational
text and a different way when he returns to the classroom where he

must contend with institutional pressures. Ifwe work with teachers as they
unler institutional pressure, we have a better opportunity to under

:.tand their behavior and how to respond to such behavior.
,[.; By engaging in conversations about teaching and learning and by
.·testing and implementing classroom reform, we work with our colleagues
against the structures, attitudes and beliefs that are obstacles to reform.

· This type of collaboration is at odds with the nature and structure of the
: postsecondary institution, and, consequently, this activity will be met with
· resistance. Even when these conversations occur under optimal condi
, tions, they will entail compromise and will likely produce tension. But
·WAC reformers claim that faculty value the discussions and connections
.that emerge in workshops and seminars (see, for instance, Fulwiler,
"'Evaluating" 65; "The Quiet" 184). Whether or not teachers will value
··collaborationwhen they return to the classroom can be determined only by
.. ,continuing and maintaining discussions and debates begun in these fo
rums.

J

'1. The freshman reading and writing course is based on an epistemic
· pedagogy similar to the one David Bartholomae and Anthony Petrosky
present in Ways of Reading. For this day, faculty read Michel Foucault's

· "Discourse on Language," David Bartholomae's "Inventing the Univer
,sity," and Kurt Spellmeyer's "Foucault and the Freshman Writer." I also
, gave participants a description of our freshman writing course.
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Elizabeth Rankin

In the Spirit of Wyoming: Using Local
Action Research to Create a Context for
Change

As writing program administrators, we all have stories to tell--stories
a,bout what it's like to teach on our home campuses, how adjunct and part
time faculty are treated, what changes we are trying to make in their status
and working conditions. Many of the stories sound familiar at first. The\'
seem to have the same cast of characters, the same setting, the same plot,
but the longer we listen to stories like these, shared at national conferences
and professional gatherings, the more we begin to notice the differences.
True, commonelements pervademany of the storieswe telL butat the same
time, local factors shape our separate academic communities.

At some level, of course, we all know this. It explains why some of
us were dissatisfied with the Wyoming Conference Resolution'and whv
some are still unhappy with the CCCC Statement of Principles and
Standards that later evolved from that Resolution. Despite the CCCC
committee's best efforts to come up with a set of recommendations that
would apply to all of us--from TAs to tenured professors, from those who
teach at community colleges to those who teach at research universities,
from those who choose to teach part-time to those seeking full-time
positions-they simply could not satisfy everyone; however, this does not
mean that we should throw out the CCCC Statement, or even that we
should spend more time trying to fine tune it further. What is needed at
this point instead is some consideration of what we, on our own home
campuses, can do to enact the principles of the Wyoming Resolution within
our own institutional contexts.

In that spirit, Toffer here two stories--or rather, one story with two
intersecting plot lines. The main plot, a story about the situation of part
time faculty on my campus, may be fairly familiar to many of you. But no
matter, it is the subplot--a story about the research project I undertook in
an effort to understand that situation--that is the real subject of this essay.
What that subplot suggests is that research of the kind Iwill describe, when
it is undertaken locally and shared with a local audience, can complement,
not substitute for but complement, broad based refonn initiatives like the
Wyoming Resolution and the CCCC Statement.

-
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I will begin by giving some brief background on the situation I am
t to describe. At the University of North Dakota we have recently

relied on fifteen to twenty "part-time" non-tenure track lecturers and thirty
,to thirty-five GTAs to staff our composition program. Lecturers also teach
occasional introductory literature courses and entry-level linguistics or
creative writing courses. What we call "the lecturer problem" (shades of
James Baldwin here) seems to have plagued the department, in this form
.t least, for the last fifteen years but reached a climax two years ago when'I. Iecturer-organized request for upgraded positions (based on the LSU
model of Career Instructorships) generated so much discussion that a

"departmental retreat was called to deal with the issue. Out of that original
tetreat~-plus a subsequent Ad Hoc Committee proposal, a follow-up

,retreat, a revised proposal, and a departmental vote--came a unanimous
',English Department endorsement of a plan to create ten full-time Instruc
torships, designed for those with MAs who would teach primarily compo
sition and lower-division literature courses. Although this would not

. entirely eliminate the use of part-time temporary Lecturers, it would
I reduce such positions significantly, while upgrading the professional
'" status of most teachers in the department.

By no means an ideal solution to the problem (the plan still falls far
; short of the CCCC guidelines), this move by the department nevertheless
t constituted a significant victory for the lecturers. Still, it was only a
, temporary victory, because the department's request to hire four such
,·lnstructors in the Fall of 1991 was turned down by the Dean of Arts and

Sciences. At this point the subplot begins.

, In an attempt to find out what had happened to the department's
" proposal, how it got as far as it did and why it got no further, I set out to

. , interview people who had been involved in the situation. 1interviewed six
:' Lecturers, six faculty members, and three administrators, all of whom had
, been at UNO longer than I had. My idea was to use the open interview

format, to begin with a broad general question ("How would you describe
, the situation of part-time faculty in the English Department today?") and
; then listen to the way people talked about the situation. By listening
~ carefully not only to what was said but to how it was said, I hoped to pick
, ~p SOme important cues that would help explain what went wrong the first
, time we made our proposal and how we might be more successful in the
. future.

Later, I was to learn that there are names for this kind ofresearch (e,g"
, aetionresearch, advocacy research,critical praxis) and thatithas a short but
, honorable history in the more progressive branches of social science,
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including education, anthropolog.y, sociology, and feminist studies. In
th~l: 1983 volume .Becotrlmg Cntlcal: KI/(Jlving Through Actio/! Re5l'11ITh
Bntlsh and Australian education researchers Wilfred Carr and Ste h .
K . d ·b . P enemmls escn e actmn research this WilV:

Action research is simply a form of self-reflective
enquiry undertaken by participants in social situa
tions in order to improve the rationality and justice
of their own practices, their understanding of these
practices, and the situations in which the practices
are carried out. (162)

Based on the work ofsocial psychologi~tKurt Lewin, action re<;ea reh
of the type described by Carr and Kemmis began in the 1940s as a reaction
against the limitations of positivist social science research. From there, the
method spread into British and Australian education circles where it
merged with the burgeoning teacher-researcher movement of the 19705
and emerged into our own field through such people as James Britton,
Garth Boomer, and Ann Berthoff (Goswami). Most recentlv, American
theorists concerned about the "technocratic co-option" of action research
have developed its political and historical basis, thus reinventin~ it a~

critical social praxis (Kincheloe 19).
In terms of method, action research resembles other modes of quali

tative research, making use of interviews, observations, and particip<mt
observation studies, although the critical praxis arm of the movement al;,()
draws on methods associated with critical theory and historiography. As
for "minimal requirements," Carr and Kemmis state:

It can be argued that three conditions are individu
ally necessary and jointly sufficient for action re
search to be said to exist firstly, a project takes as its
subject-matter a social practice, regarding it as a form
of strategic action susceptible of improvement; sec
ondly, the project proceeds through a spiral of cycles
of planning, acting, observing and reflecting, with
each of these activities being systematically and self
critically implemented and interrelated; thirdly, the
project involves those responsible for the practice in
each of the moments of the activi ty, widening partici
pation in the project gradually to include others
affected by the practice, and maintaining collabora
tive control of the process. Some of the work that
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now passes for action research in education does not
meet these criteria. Some will develop towards
meeting all of the requirements; some will be ar
rested action research and falter before completing
its development. Still other work will fail to meet
these requirements and cannot seriously lay claim to
the title "action research" at all. (165-66)

'Although my own research project might not lay claim to the title of action
arch-it certainly was not as "systematic" as it might have been--it does

bear enough resemblance that I have since been able to understand and
critique my own work in terms of those criteria.

For instance, although I could not say that I went through a "spiral of
,'.cycles of planning, action, observing and reflecting;' I did discover, in the
course of my interviews, that I needed to understand the historical base of
'our lecturer situation. Often my interview respondents would refer to
events in the history of the department that had significance for them: the
dismissal of three instructors on temporary appointment in the mid-1960s,
the hiring of "the first lecturer" in 1975. Or they would refer to particular
'documents to corroborate a claim: the faculty handbook, the Board of
Higher Education manual, Professor Joseph Smeal\'s history of the depart
ment, written during the University's Centennial year. Eventually I did

''become an historiographer of sorts, putting together a chronology of
,important dates and events, and assembling a file of documents relevant
'10 the situation.

As I went about my research, which soon began to expand in scope
"and implication, I made some interesting discoveries, three of which I will

unt briefly here. In some cases, what I learned may have implications
those on other campuses, but that is not my point in telling these stories.

More than anything, the stories illustrate the importance of understanding
local context and then using that understanding to bring about change.

The first discovery I made had to do with terminology. One of my
liestinterviews was with the Dean of Arts and Sciences, a well-seasoned

wily administrator whose association with the English Department
ted back furthest of all those I interviewed. Because his own academic

ground is in English (he occasionally helps out the department by
chinga course in Renaissance literature) his ties with the department are

(and thus perhaps somewhat more complex) than might be the case
he Were in another field. When I called for the interview, I explained that
Was working on a presentation to give at the following Spring's CCCC;
. , his opening remarks referred immediately to that context. I quote

here, verbatim, from the transcript of that interview:
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I'm glad to have this opportunity to talk with you
about a subject that's important. My understanding,
Libby, is that you're preparing a report, a paper that
you're going to share with others in March at the
annual meeting of CCCC .... The title--I may not
remember it exactly--of your panel, but as you said
it to me, it includes the word "Adjunct Faculty," and
later in our informal conversation you three times
used the term "part-time faculty." I have no statisti
cal data on this but I have observed, in discussions
with my fellow deans at national meetings and with
faculties at other institutions, that our university, the
University of North Dakota, and the other schools in
the North Dakota system, are in the very least a
minority. Here we have almost no part-time faculty.
... We have at UNO principally three kinds of
teaching personnel. We have faculty, GTAs, and
lecturers. The lecturers are not part-time faculty or
adjunct faculty. They are defined as "instructional
other." And this is a policy of our State University
Board. They are teachers, which is a very honorable
profession, but they are not University faculty.

After some discussion of the role of faculty at a univer~ity, and the
expectations of them in terms of scholarship and research, he went on to
offer the follOWing cautionary remarks:

I hope if you're speaking about our situation you'll
make it clear that we don't have, we have almo~tno,
part-time faculty. But we do have a large number of
lecturers.

I quote this opening segment of our interview at length because it
illustrates one of the most important facts I learned in the courSt' of my
research: terminology counts. For in one sense, the Dean is absolutely
right. At my university, and perhaps at many others, the designation of
"faculty" is reserved for those tenured or probationary personnel who hold
the rank of Instructor, Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, or profes
sor. Lecturers, grouped with Graduate Teaching Assistants in a cate?ory
called Academic Other (!), are not regarded as faculty and thus not entitled
to certain faculty rights and privileges. .

As it turns out, though, the situation regarding terminology is tar
more complex than the dean had led me to believe. As I tracked down
fJ6

ents that would corroborate what he told me, I learned that the
ersity has, in fact, as many as sixty-two different titles to refer to
ernie personnel. Some of these titles were familiar ones: Lecturer,

dOf, Adjunct Instructor; others, like Clinical Instructor, are less
... r, but intriguing to those of us who would like to find a place in the

rsity for trained, knowledgeable, and professionally active full-time
ers of composition and literature.
Another of my discoveries had to do with the history of the current
tion. As I learned in my interviews, many in my department date the

. g of the "Lecturerproblem" to 1975 when the first two people given
particular designation were hired; however, those who had been in the

ent longest, including the dean and a former chair, cited predeces
of the Lecturers who shared with them the secondary professional

that has made declarations like the Wyoming Conference Resolution
. iy regular occurrence in the profession.

The lot of one of those predecessors is described by our late colleague,
h Smeall, in his centennial history of the department. When the

versity opened in 1884, writes Smeall, its entire "instructional force"
'sted of four teachers, W.M. Blackburn, W. Merrifield, H. Montgom-

• and E.S. Matt:

Symptoms of cultural unease soon appeared.
Blackburn, Merrifield and Montgomery agreed to
deny Mott a full role in determining institutional
policies. Matt, in turn, complained ofan unfair work
load due to the policies. Expressions consequent
upon the ensuing tensions sketch out roughly the
nature of the uneasiness. Policies designed to cope
with it were to give an unchanging core to the shape
changing Department even to its present times (1982).
Blackburn, Merrifield and Montgomery had made
up and administered entrance examinations. ltmight
be assumed, in the circumstances, that these were
quite standard and hence sacred. One result, how
ever, was that not one student who applied for
admission to the University that Fall was admitted;
all were relegated to a primary or preparatory or sub
preparatory department. As a consequence most
students in most branches became Matt's responsi
bility. By a very rough indexing of weekly teaching
loads during that first term, Blackburn's comes to
4.272, Merrifield's to 4.277, Montgomery's to 8.820,
and Mott's to 20.368. (2)
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For those of us who teach composition, this story has a familiar ring.
Here were Professors Blackburn, Merrifield, and Montgomery deciding
that they had better things to do with their time than to teach the great
unwashed of the Dakota Territory. And here was E.5. Mott, Ladv
Instructor (apparently, her official title), ready to take up the slack.
Infuriating as it is, however, this story too offers useful information, for it
demonstrates convincingly that what we call the "Lecturer problem" at
UNDdid not begin in 1975 with the hiring of the first two Lecturers. Armed
with a fuller understanding of the true history of the situation--an under
standing sometimes called "dangerous memory" (Kincheloe 183)--we arc
in a better position to respond to the argument often advanced, that these
positions are in fact only temporary ones, created to fill an unusual and
temporary need.

An interesting sidenote to the story told by Professor Smeal! under
scores the point about terminology made earlier. In a detailed appendix to
his narrative account of departmental history, Smealllists "the two hun
dred and twenty or so teachers, who over the century would work within
the Department." Acknowledging that his list is "incomplete and probably
occasionally in error," composed from old catalogues and class schedules,
Smeall nevertheless makes a surprising and disturbing omission; he does
not include on his list the names of thirteen Lecturers (eleven of them
women) then serving with him in the English Department.

From this evidence one can readily see one consequence of the use of
the title Lecturer. Because Lecturers at UND don't hold budgeted faculty
positions (they are paid from a general pool of funds) and because they
teach multi-section courses listed as "Staff," their names don't show up in
university catalogues or on class schedules. For the women and men
holding these positions, then, the title of Lecturer seems to have magical
properties, making them virtually invisible!

A third discovery Imade in the course of my research is perhaps more
mundane and less intellectually interesting than those I have just men
tioned, but in some ways it may have been the most important as far asour
immediate situation is concerned. This discovery had to do with clogged
channels of communication, a chronic problem on our campus, and on
many others, I suspect.

One of the first interviews I conducted when I began was with our
newly-elected department chair. A former part-timer herself and a
Marxist/feminist cultural critic, she spoke passionately of this "increas
ingly acute problem" as part of a larger context, "the de-skilling of labor in
our economy":

6R

I'm afraid that academic life is going to follow other
modes of production. And that means that people
will be taking the equivalent of piecework in aca
demic life. That's what is happening to other modes
of production in the American economy. So why
should education not follow that line?

We are the part-time workers. I think it is a mistake
for us to remove ourselves from the position of part
time workers in our universities. We ... are thought
of in the same way, those of uS in the humanities are
thought of in the same way. We can "round out" a
student's professional education. Or we can provide
the "soft side" of a business major's thinking about
management and theory .... We can become a series
ofgeneraleduca tion requirements tha t ... distinguish
between a technical education and a university edu
cation.

As she talked, it became more and more clear that, in her view, what
was needed was not the creation of ten new positions but much more

ive change--on campus, the dissolution of the tenure system; and in
8Ociety, the radical "de-centering of professional life."

When considered in such a context, the department's resolution
,'teemed far less dramatic, its proposal less likely to bring significant change.
,$till, I was surprised that the chair had not pressed the dean on the matter
" f the new positions. She seemed to expect the Lecturers to make the next
Ill.ove.
, As for the Lecturers, they assumed that the request to hire had gone
forward. When rpassed on the word in the course of another interview that
it had not, they went directly to the chair's office, where they obtained her
promise that the request would be reinitiated immediately.

In the end, that renewed request resulted in the creation of four full
e Senior Lecturer positions that took effect Spring semester 1992.

early, these Senior Lecturer positions are not equivalent to the ten tenure
k Instructorships we had asked for. In fact, the position of Senior

rer, conspicuously absent from that list of 62 academic titles, seems to
Ve no official existence beyond the Dean's office. For all we know, this
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may simply be an appeasement, an attempt on the Dean's part to grease the
squeakiest wheels in the Lecturer ranks.

Still, it is a positive move of sorts, another in a series of positive moves
our Lecturers have witnessed over the past few years: first, full-year
contracts; then benefits; then tiny across-the-board raises; now a few full
time continuing appointments with modest salary increases.

How have these changes come about? I would argue that they are a
result of both Lecturer-initiated action and sustained faculty support for
that action. Such support can take a number of forms, of course, including
endorsement of the ccce Statement. What I have described here is
another kind ofsupport: local support in the form ofcdtical action research.
With this kind of research we not only get to know our local academic
communities, but we also create within those communities a context for
positive change.
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PAs Assess the CCCC's "Statement
f Principles and Standards"

WPA: Writing Program Admi"istrlltion Vol. 16. Nos. 1-2, f jW 1992

\What Became of the Wyoming Conference Resolution: In the summer of

1986 participants at the Wyoming Conference on Writing passed a resolu

tion calling for redress of professional grievances suffered by writing

, teachers. In the spring of 1987, the Conference onCollegeComposition and

! Communication (CCCC) accepted the resolution for consideration, charg

, ing a committee to prepare a document for adoption. Two years of

committee deliberation, open meetings, and circulation of a draft docu

mentculminated in the CCCC's adoption of its "5tatement of Principles and

Standards for the Postsecondary Teaching of Writing." (See CCCC Execu

tive Committee in Works Cited.)

The 1990 WPA Conference at Portland: Writing program adminis

trators have a special stake in the fate of the Wyoming Resolution and the

subsequent CCCC's "Statement." Few are in a better tactical position to

effect change in the working conditions and status of writing teachers,

especially those in the academic underclass, which has grown dramatically

since the early 1970's. However, WPAs generally lack the strategic

programmatic and budgetary authority to act. With this paradox in mind,

Chris Anderson and Duncan Carter hosted the annual WPA Conference in

Portland, Oregon, in July, 1990, focusing on the issues raised by these two

historic documents. Eighty-four WPAs from twenty-eight states joined in

the professional dialogue at the conference, entitled "Status, Standards and

Quality: The Challenge of Wyoming." The lively, occasionally heated,

discussions revealed differing ideologies among WPAs as well as differing

needs at various institutions, large and small, public and private. Enlight

enment, not consensus, was the order of the day as conferees struggled with

the knotty complex of fiscal, intellectual, and political issues involved.

Some conference participants focused specifically on the position of

writing program administrators, which lead to the drafting of the Portland

Resolution, a document that calls for just and reasonable status and

working conditions for WPAs, In the years following the conierence this

resolution underwent a process of development within the Council of

Writing Program Administrators similar to that of the Wyoming Resolu-
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tion within CCCe. Christine HuH chaired the committee that del'b
d " '. I erated

on an re\ Ised the resolutIOn. At Its last meeting the Councl'] 's F .C . ,.xecut1\'e
~n:mlttcc adop.ted t~e document "Guidelines for Writing Program Ad-

mIntstrator PosltJons, whIch IS printed not coincidentally in this is~ue.

The Continuing Dialogue Over Professional Standards' Th ' :t'. h f . L ( ISCUS·
SlOn at t econ erence revealed the need for ~uch a document· yet thf h . .." ., l' S til t us
o t e WPAs, although a key Issue, IS shU but one of the issues sugge ·t, i
by the CCCC "Statement.". For the most part, the questions that domin;t:~
t~e 199~ conference r~maI~ th~ ccntr~1 questions of a continuin~ profes
slD.nal dISCUSSIOn. ThIS artIcle IdentIfies those questions and captures the
v01ce~ of co~ferenceparti~ipantsas they pose answers. Reflecting on the
questions raIsed and the Ideas asserted at Portland, we insert "Auth .'
C t " f II . ors
omm~n s, 0 owmg some items. We also quote from the ccce

C~mml.ttees most recent s~atements, where pertinent, to update the
dlscus~lOn.. For example, WIth Sharon Crowley as its current chair, the
commlt~~ Issued a prog~ess. rep.ort in the October 1991 issue of College
Composlhml and Communlcatwn, 10 which it responded to criticism and
clarified its position on "certain controversial aspects of the stilteml'nt"
~332). B.earing witness to the enduring and controversial nature of the
Iss~es raIsed at WPA's 1990 Portland Conference and d iscuss('d herein, fi \ ('
artlcles related to the CCCe's "Statement" also appear in the snme issue of
~CC, while the May 19:2 issue of CCC carries the multiple-nuthnred
SymposIUm on the 1991 Progress Report from the CCCC Committee on

Professional Stan~ard~.'" (See Merrill in Works Cited.) Full implcmentil
hon of ~he commlttee s recommendations would result in a significdl1t
change~ the nature of ccee as an organization; arguably, it would also
greatly mcreaSe the pressure on writing program administrators across the
country toimpr.ovewriting teachers' working conditions. Thus, we prt'SCI1t
some of the dialogue Over these issues here because we believe thev
continue to deserve wider discussion--and action. 0

Ten Questions From the 1990 WPA Conference at
Portland

1. CanlSh?u;d we.claim rhetoric ~nd co~positionas a legitimate field of
scholarshIp. Takmg our profeSSIon senously in the hope that others will
t?O, the ccces "Sta temen f' unequivocally announces, "Research in rhe to
ne and composition is a legitimate field of scholarship with standard~
comparable to other academic fields." Carol Hartzog saw this claim restiJ1L~

on the assumption that "Academic professions are of a type, within a~
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academy that continues much the same, and rhetoric and composition
:tnUSt show itself to be like them, a single and identifiable whole." But this
assumption misrepresents the enormous variety within rhetoric and com
position, in addition to ignoring many changes now taking place in other

,: disciplines and in the academy at large. We come from different academic
backgrounds, practice different methodologies and values, and work

, within a range of different institutional settings. Instead of trying to fi t the
. traditional mold, Hartzog felt, we should acknowledge and affirm our own
, rich diversity, define ourselves much more broadly, and so position

ourselves to "influence deeper changes in the academy."
James Sledd, who skeptically challenged the idea of making the claim

to disciplinary status at all, characterized much of the research done in
i composition as either "piddling" or "wildly over-ambitious." Sledd saw the

CCCe's "Statement" as a way "to placate the boss compositionists by
admitting them to the worshipful company of privileged researchers;'
while allowing the exploitation of "contingent workers" and teaching
assistants to continue unchecked.

If rhetoric and composition is to be viewed as a discipline, what kind
ofdiscipline is it? EllenStrenski wondered whether composition should be
thought of as "a separate discipline with its own research tradition and
texts" or as "an enabling set of skills, attitudes, and techniques." Pointing
to the eccC's "Statement's" standard of "superior writing ability" for
teaching assistants and part-time instructors (but not for tenure-track
faculty), severe as the requirement of "research and publication in rhetoric
and composition" for those on tenure track, Strenski concluded that "The
ecce's 'Statement' seems to want it both ways, with two corresponding
streams of instructors."

Jim Slevin denied that the "Statement" encouraged any kind of two
" tiered system; indeed, he saw the document as aimed at dismantling the

two-tiered system now in place; however this reform and virtually any
, others we might wish are dependent on how we--and others--view our
, work. As Slevin contended, "We cannot separate considerations of insti
tutional refonn from considerations of how we define ourselves as a field
and how our intellectual work--in our classrooms and in our scholarly
journals-gets understood."

Authors' comment: If the study we conduct to understand our work
and the writing we do to disseminate such knowledge are not scholarship,
traditional or unconventional, what are they? For WPAs, the issue of what

,COUnts as research/scholarship continues to be problematized, Because it
'is so closely related to what counts toward tenure and promotion, the
,:,Jnatter of scholarship in composition and rhetoric needs more profession
',wide discussion and bears close observation on the local level.
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2. Must rhetoric and composition remain closely related to English
departments? The ecce's "Statement" declares that "because of the
signi.ficant intell~~hJal and practical connections between writing dnJ
readmg, Composition and literature, it is desirable that faculty from both
areas of specialization teach in the composition program." Together with
the "Statement's" stance on graduate student assistants, this claim :"ugge~t<;

a close and continuing Link between writing programs and English depart
ments. As Ellen Strenski observed,

The prospect, dramatized in the CCCe's 'Statement,'
of writing instructors nestled in an English Depart
ment with traditional career paths--good graduate
students to tenured professors via research and
publication closely connected to literature--is a cozv
picture. But there's a whole world out there of othe'r
kinds of writing [e.g. journalism, business Corre
spondence, legal analysis, science and medical re
portage, software]. These other kinds of writing
seem to me to call for other institutional arrange
ments that acknowledge and reward the teaching of
them, that is, other than the traditional scholarlv
publication model. •

Noting the "symbiotic" relationship envisioned between composition clnd
English studies, Carol Hartzog observed that 'The administrative model
suggested would suit some campuses: a writing program housed within or
inextricably related to an English department. Other options, viable on
some campuses, would be closed out or shut down. These include sclf
standing or interdisciplinary writing programs."

Ironically, self-standing programs sometimes have more power to
improve working conditions than the kind of department the CCCC'~

"Statement" seems to envision. Virginia Polanski described her experience
in anautonomous writing program, concluding, "J now have more freedom
to move closer to the CCCe's 'Statement' ... than I had as a member of an
English department." If we arc to remain in English departments, othc'rs
argued, we are first going to have to overhaul them. Kristine Hansen began
with Robert Scholes' view (in Textual Power) of the traditional English
department, a hierarchy with literature and the consumption of texb on
top, nonliterature and the production of texts on the bottom. Since the
hierarchy is further divided into the "real" and the merely academic, we in
composition a re left to dea1with the prod uction of "pseudo-nonli tera tu re."
Gender mapping overlays this whole structure, with men dominant in
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literature, women in pseudo-nonliterature. In short, if Scholes' structure is
seen as a house, we are stuck in the basement. Hansen saw the CCCe's

I "Statement" as "a sketch of our remodeled dream house" but thought it
remained to us to provide a more "specific blueprint." She presented

.' specific recommendations for doing so within our own institutions: "R~
, structure the English major so undergraduates are exposed to courses 111

, rhetorical theory and composition; hire only faculty with coursework in
rhetoric and composition; place composition experts on search commit
tees--and on tenure committees, to evaluate teaching."

Authors' comment: Administrative restructuring comes slowly to
most campuses. While the rna tier of whether to sta y within or to go outside
the English Department seems more clearly delineated now than in the last
decade, economic and political stagnation have brought budget cuts to
many campuses and, along with them, a siege mentality that precludes
serious consideration of long-term restructuring. Who can circulate a

, memo advocating a new program design when budget cuts have under
'mined the instructional integrity of the existing program? Some WPAs say
that such a time is just right, however, for that sort of rethinking. Diligent
and creative WPAs who are not daunted by the poor atmospheric condi
tions may seek change, but we wonder how many good, innovative
program designs can be implemented during a period of insufficient
funding. Working for more favorable structural arrangements will prob
ably have to wait for budget lines to come alive once again. So what do we
do in the meantime?

3. Should national refonn of teaching conditions be tied to the issue of
tenure for writing teachers? Carol Hartzog thought gains in professional
status and tenure lines would be "important, but the need for improved
conditions is so critical that it should not be fully dependent on them."
Shelley Reece concurred, terming a shift from part-time instruction to
faculty tenure lines "unrealistic" and "counter to a twenty-year trend." Jim
Slevin acknowledged that a common response to the ecce's document
was to dismiss its insistence on tenure-line positions for writing faculty as
unrealistic, unaffordable, even impossible. In particular, he spoke of the
Association of Departments of English (ADE)'s resistance to the ideaj
however he also recounted what happened when he spoke at the annual

, convention of the Association of American Colleges. At one point, a dean
acknowledged that "what was being proposed was in fact entirely afford
able, that it represented a very tiny portion of any college or university's
bUdget, and that there was no reason why the guidelines could not be
realized within a few years." So what is the problem, then? According to
Slevin, "The problem ... is not that our demands are competing with lots
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of other demands for resources; it is that our demands are not seriously in
the competition .... Status and just support are denied not because the
budget makes it impossible but because the intellectual power of writing
courses is not apparent to [that dean] or to anyone else," Thus, Slevin
argues, "political pressure to alter institutional practices" cannot be sepa
rated from the "intellectual argument about the need for change and the
reconceptualizing of the aims of writing programs."

Authors' comment: Perhaps no single issue is more contested than the
professional status ofwriting teachers, The financial needs of the underclass
(part-time and temporary full-time faculty) are immediate and in many
cases urgent. So, too, professional status for writing faculty as equal,
tenurable colleagues with literature faculty is a long-standing need; while
it may appear less urgent, it is essential to equitable treatment, Of
individuals who have spoken publicly to this point, Robert Merrill strongly
rejects the "Statement's" advocacy of tenure for writing teachers, arguing
that the "Statement" "effectively calls for at least doubling the tenure-track
positions in most departments," and adding that "those of you who can
imagine this occurring in our lifetimes are the last true optimists" (155).

These issues are configured different!y atprivate research institutions
than at community colleges and at large versus small institutions, Can a
single policy assist WPAs at all kinds of institutions? What is the optimal
strategy, working for tenure lines or for smaller class sizes or for more
money for part-time lines?

4. Does an emphasis on tenure-track positions mean that individuals
holding part-time or temporary positions should be replaced, even those
who want to teach part-time? While agreeing in principle that writing
should be taught by tenure-line faculty, Carol Hartzog considered any
wholesale conversion of positions to tenure track unlikely; however, she
added that "to the extent that change does occur, some of the trauma of
change will be felt by those undergoing review as their positions are
transformed." Others were more direct in asserting that a move to tenure
lines would cost many temporariesand part-timers their jobs. Lex Runciman
and Kristine Hansen both thought about what might be done for in-house
candidates when and if such a change were to take place. Runciman
suggested several ways to make searches fair to in-house candidates. He
wondered if we would continue to insist on the PhD as the sine qua non for
tenure-track positions, and if not, what other criteria we might find
~ppropr~ate, and how we might weight them. Aware that the scarcity of
Jobs dunng the 19705 and 1980s forced many well-qualified applicants to
accept part-time, non-tenure track positions, he also urged us to be careful
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not to "consciously or unconsciously penalize [in-house candidates] for
demographks over which they've had no control."

Kristine Hansen suggested exploring "ways to help current part-time
faculty qualify for the full-time, tenure-track jobs that might be created. If
part-time faculty presently lack the credentials that would enable them to
be hired to do much the same work they've been doing all along," she
added, "I would hope that we could find ways to let their experience count
towards a degree and find means to offer grants, leaves, and other
assistance to enable them to qualify for greater responsibilities."

Many felt that the ecce's "Statement," in its zeal to stamp out
exploitation, is unnecessarily restrictive in recognizing only two legitimate
reasons for hiring part-time writing faculty. Aren't there other legitimate
reasons for wanting to teach part-time? What about the desire to maintain
a professional identity--not to mention making some money--while one's
children are small? Kristine Hansen suggested that we explore such
options as job-sharing, dividing one tenure-line job between two people.
Susan McLeod, who once worked part-time while raising children, agreed:
"The full-time position is not everyone's ideal job at every stage in their
lives." She also pointed out that spousal accommodation policies, espe
cial! y at more remote institutions, made it essentia I for institutions to retain
the flexibility to hire some faculty on a part-time basis or risk losing
promising couples altogether. Elizabeth Hedengren, mother of five and by
choice a part-time teacher for fourteen years, argued for "permanent part
time" status for those with doctorates. She explained, "When part-timers
are fully qualified for regular full-time faculty [status] they would lunder
this option] have salary, fringe benefits and responsibilities prorated from
the comparable professorial rank." She recommended similar opportuni
ties for qualified teachers lacking the PhD, say, part-time lectureships or
some other paraprofessionaI category, again with prorated salary, benefits,
and responsibilities. Acknowledging that the status of part-timers is to
some degree a women's issue, Hedengren asserted, "In any case ... career
part-timers who have taught for years and are professionally committed to
teaching should not be overlooked,"

Authors' comment: Responding to criticism "from persons who want
to preserve the availability of part-time positions," the CCCC Committee
on Professional Standards reasserts in its most recent statement the
condemnation of what it considers abusive hiring practices. Aside from
Some "concessions to practical exigencies;' the committee "remains con
vinced that the quality of writing instruction is not now served, and cannot
ever be served, by its long-term association with teaching practices that we
take to be exploitative. .. [Wje are forced to conclude that there is a
connection ... between the institutional status of writing instruction and
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the hiring practices condemned in the statement" (CCCC Committee on
Professional Standards 336). The Committee also addressed part-time
teachers, distinguishing between those "who teach part-time because they
must, in order to pay the rent and put bread on the table, and those who
teach part-time because they choose to" (336-337). The Committee asked
these latter individuals to "reconsider the far-reaching professional and
political ramifications" of choosing to teach part-time, since "efforts to
secure ... support and [professional] recognition are hampered by the
widespread use of part-time faculty to teach composition" (337).

5. What about the continued reliance on teaching assistants? Although
the CCCC's "Statement" attempts to curb the abuse of graduate teaching
assistants, many found the CCCe's "Statement" oddly tolerant of the use of
teaching assistants in composition, while oddly intolerantof the use ofpart
time instructors, as ifone were a form of exploitation and the other weren't.
Some saw this imbalance as linked to the "Statement's" traditional view of
writing programs as nestled comfortably within English departments.
Leon Coburn also thought the reliance on TAs undercut the CCCC "State
ment"; although the "Statement" emphasizes professionalism, most TAs
are trained as literature majors and are thus ill-equipped to teach writing.
James Sledd observed that the Statement "would still allow the mainte
nance of armies of assistants," because they oversee the courses scorned by
the professionals while filling their seminars. Slevin did not devote much
attention to this issue, but he did say, "The reliance on graduate students as
a source of cheap labor is clearly condemned in the document."

Authors' comment: Clarifying its position on TAs, the CCCC Com
mittee on Professional Standards explains in its most recent statement that
"[t]eachers of writing who are graduate students are entitled to compensa
tion, benefits, class size, and course loads that are commensurate with the
unusual and serious responsibility accorded them by the institution. They
are entitled to adequate training in the teaching of writing and to careful
supervision of their work. While their status as teachers-in-training does
not, of course, accord them rights to promotion, tenure, and job security,
efforts should be made to hire them in an ethically responsible manner and
to provide them with frequent appraisals of their performance" (CCCC
Committee on Professional Standards 336).

Still, some individuals are dissatisfied with the Committee's position
on TAs. Eileen Schell asserts that "the CCCC's 'Progress Report' does not
fully add ress the complexities of the GTA's position" (Merrill 165). She calls
for the Committee to "further examine the complex double work situation
that the GTA faces in his or her teaching responsibilities and academic
work" (167).
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6 What can WPAs do to improve the lot of untenured instructors on our
o~n campuses? Perhaps the most creative answer to this questi.on was
prOVided by Shirley Rose, whose paper (with Susan Wyche-SmIth) has
since been published as "One Hundred Ways to Ma~e the Wyoming
Resolution a Reality." While some of the ways are more vIable th~n.others,
the panelists advocate a positive-aUitude, incremental a~proach: Fmd one
thing you can do, do it, then find ano~h.er". (Wyc~e-5mlth and Rose 319).
Nineteen of the ways were WPA-specIfic, mcludmg these two:

57. Make certain writing-program administrative
work is recognized as both "teaching" and "service"
for purposes of released-time assign~ents, tenure
evaluation, and departmental benefIts. (See the
"Statement" and the "Report of the Modem Lan
guage Association's Commission on Writing and
Literature" [Profession 88: 70-76].)

75. Set aside one day a week or some kind of regular
work time, however brief, for your own scholarly
work. (Wyche-Smith 322-23)

William lrmscher approved, stating, "the changes that .ha~e~ccurred
(over the years) are due primarily to the efforts of respected mdivlduals on
individual campuses, not to reform movements or govemm.ent prt~grams
.... In such personal actions lies the hope for tho~e who Will c~~tmue to
shape the development of composition studies ill t~e future. .Others
contributed to a growing list of creative problem-solvmg suggestions for
individual and collective action. Here is a sampling:

_Bruce Leland suggested involving instructors in collaborative au-
thorship of texts used in the writing program. This improves morale by
giving instructors real responsibility for th~ content of the progr~mand can
lead to collective action directed at other lssues of concern to mstructors.

_Kim Flachmann involves instructors in the administration of the
writing program, to include serving on subcommittees: .coordinating
deparhnental exams, and authoring sections "of the wntill~, progra~
handbook. She has also finagled a $25/hour consultant fee for these

professional responsibilities.
-Elizabeth Nist and Suzanne Webb argued that WPAs who want to

effect real change must learn more about both the budgeting process and
the mindset of administrators.

-SheHey Reece urged that we follow the ten recommendations for part-
timers in our own departments, that WPA consultant-evaluators apply
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those sa~.e recommendations when conducting external evaluations of
other wnting programs, and that part-timers be represented on the CCCC
Executive Board.

Specifically, how can the "Statement" be useful in this much-needed
work oE in:pro~ing the ,lot of writing instructors on our own campuses?
JamesSlevm said th~t this document should "enable butnot require writing
faculty to press for hnprovements in their situation. The aim was to give
them as clear and f?r~efu! a ~tatemcnt as possible from which to negotiate
for changes at their mstttuhons, if they chose to do so. It was to be a
statement of policy, and as such was to make clear those conditions that
could be taken as the rights of any faculty member." Most of the WPAs
assembled in Portland agreed on the value of the CCCe's "Statement." As
Susa~ .McLeod"put it, "~~ch documents speak with some authority to
admlmstr~tors. In additIon, they represent an ideal for us to struggle
toward.. We should take these documents not as blueprints, but as
~x~o,~tationsto try to do our best for our profession and for those employed
10 It.

7. How can the status of WPAs be enhanced so they are in a better
positio~to effect SOme of these changes? The WPA is, on most campuses,
the IO~~~~1 person t? champion the kinds of changes envisioned by the
CCCC s Stat~me~t. U~fortunate Jy, the WPA is just as Ii kely to be a 97
pound weakhng:lll-eqUlpped to kick saod in anyone's face. Karen Vaught
Alexander descnbed her experiences as a new WPA; Thomas Recchia and
Lynn Z. Bloom identified various of the "initiation rites" to which the new
WPA i~ traditi~nal~y subjected. The hvo representations gained added
authonty by bemg 10 such perfect accord with each other:

Recchio ~nd Bloom: Rite #1. Something important
that you ve been promised will not be readv when
you arrive new on the job, like an office, a co~puter,

a salary c~eck .... Rite #2. Whatever you anticipated
your dutIes to be, they will be expanded .... Rite #3.
The ~undi~g for a major program you anticipated
runnmg Will be curtailed drasticalJv or wiped out
entirely. . . . -

Vaught-Alexander: My actual job description has
been in flux since last year. After MLA, 1accepted a
position for which I would train peer tutors, run a
writing center, develop a WAC program, and teach
a half-load. By April, my duties also included help-
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ing to develop the Freshman seminar program for
Fall 1990. By July, I was told there was no space or
funding for the writing center and tutors but that
there was plenty to do, indeed. Indeed.

Recchia and Bloom went on to argue that these "rites," if taken as
openings for dialogue, can lead to meaningful change--not just change in
the WPA's role or status, but change in the community as a whole, Change
was also a major concern of Vaught-Alexander, who found the CCCC's
"Statement" an important guide both for evaluating university policy and
for proposing change.

How others view composition specialists in general and WPAs in
particular can be inferred from the MLA Job Information List, argued Joseph
Janangelo. Janangelo found four categories of jobs in the JIL: the WPA, the
generalist, those with ancillary interests, and lecturer /instructorships. In
his estimate, ads for jobs in all four categories "undermine the intended
professionalism of writing faculty, misrepresent our work, and have the
potential to keep us further 'marginalized' in the academy," Especially
interesting were ads that require grounding in a traditional literary field as
well as in rhetoric and composition--"just in case all this writing stuff goes
bust." Christine Hult agreed that many WPAs find themselves lacking the
authority to fulfill their responsibiIi ties, while their service goes unrewarded
and their research unsupported. To address these problems, she proposed
a statement of "Principles and Standards for the WPA Position," a docu
ment analogous to the CCCe's "Statement" but limited to WPAs. The
statement would have two parts, the first, "Working Conditions Necessary
for Quality Writing Program Administration," the second, "Guidelines for
Developing WPA Job Descriptions." Others had been thinking along the
same lines. Kathleen Kelly and the other participants in the 1990 WPA
Workshop session had already produced a draft of a document they call
"The Portland Resolution," a statement addressing the same problem.

Authors' comment: See the result of this labor in the "Guidelines for
Writing Program Administrator Positions," adopted by our Executive
Committee and reprinted in this issue. Our organization is fortunate to
have such a useful document to guide job-development negotiations. We
are all indebted to Christine Hult and the committee members who
developed it, yet, we have much to learn as individuals begin to use it in
practical deliberations at their iostitutions, For some lessons on how WPAs
might acquire and use power, see Ed White's "Use It or Lose It: Power and
the WPA" (WPA 15.1-2 [19911: 3-12).
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8.. S~ould WPA consultant/evaluators somehow enforce the ecee
pnnclples and standards on their campus visits? Lynn Z. Bloom and Ben
Mc~lelJand addressed thi~ question in a session moderated by Edward M.
~hlte., B,~oom urge~ cauhon, whether the issue were endorsement of the
eccc s Statement by the WPA or enforcement of its principles by
consultant/eva!uat~rs. The "Statemen~" calls for comparable pay (per
cou:se) when part-hme faculty have duties and credentials comparable to
those o~ full-time f~culty, but as a general rule, though, the duties and
credentials of part-hme and full-time faculty never arc really comparable.
Another pr?blem .is the "Statement's" call for no more than lOO,{. of a
departme~ts offenngs to be taught by part-time faculty. Administrators
are more.hkely to Ignore this guideline than to conform to it, simplvbecause
co~formmgco,~ts money. Finally, programs relying primarily a~ teaching
aSSlstants are largely exempt" from the strictures of the CCCC' "St t _

t" II . h s ae
men. ' a owmg,~ ese institutions to "claim moral superiority" even though
relymg on TAs remforces the de facto use of part-time teachers, and thus
further undercut the Wyoming Conference Resolution." For these and
other reasons, Bloom believed that WPA consultant/evaluators should not
attempt to enfor~e these s~andardsat the institutions they visit. To do so
would cause th~l:eval.uahons to be disregarded as unrealistic at best, and
a.t worst hypocntIca I, Slllce consultant / evaluators often come from ins ti tu
hans that also violate these standards.

McClelland countere~ with a position that favored advocacy but not
enforcement, of the pnnclples and standards in the "Statement." He
encoura?ed WPA consultant/evaluators to work with an institution to
add~ess~ssuesofn~ncompl.ianceand to help develop a long-range plan for
~ommg mto ~omphanceWIth the "Statement." McClelland argued for an
ldeal. profeSSIOnal status far both literature and writing teachers in an
En~hsh faculty, ~ne that was "not so much a faculty homogeneity or even
UnIt:" but ~l~rahsm--facultyand program heterogeneity without hierar
chy. Reahzmg that this might be too much to ask in the short run
McClel~and ~alled "at least for real steps now to eliminate the sever~
professlOnal mequities that exist between literary stud d 't' ._tr . " T . . y an wn 109 m
s uChon.. 0 achieve thIS, he called for "morc public advocacy of the cause
ofp~~fesslOnal,~tandardsand qual i ty ed ucation." The panelists agreed tha t
the Statement would make a useful appendix to a rcport.

? What beca~eof the second and third of the original charges contained
In t~e Wyommg Conference Resolution? James Sledd raised this question
most eloquently. ?f the three charges in the Wyoming Resolution, the first
called for.profe~~lOnal standards, the second for a grievance procedure,
and the thIrd for a procedure for acting upon afinding of noncompliance. "
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The CCCe's "Statement" fulfills only the first of these charges. According
to Sledd, when Jim Slevin's task force recommended to the CCCC Execu
tive Committee that the CCCC not become involved in censuring institu
tions, "By that one refusal to act, the two committees reduced their joint
effort to more talk about exploitation .... " Of course, concluded Sledd,
it was inevi table that Parts Two and Three be derailed: "They posed a threat
to the system of exploitation without which English Departments in their
presentstate could notexist, the system from which administrators, literati,
and compositionists all profit." Slevin noted that "the CCCC Executive
Committee did not fully encourage all three directives, but the Wyoming
Resolution Committee has in fact kept them firmly in mind and has
developed plans for implementing all three." He acknowledged that ithad
"taken more time that I would have liked" but that the groundwork for Parts
Two and Three had been laid. He explained that in November, 1989, the
CCCC Executive Committee unanimously approved three initiatives rel
evant to Part Two: (1) establishing a caucus "for all [CCCe] members
interested in reforming the teaching of writing in accordance with CCCC
guidelines" (among other things, this caucus will sponsor workshops at
annual CCCC conventions, preparing individuals to promote change on
their own campuses); (2) training CCCC Regional Advisors "to facilitate
change at institutions other than their own;' and (3) training CCCC
Mediators, who "will respond to requests to meet with parties involved in
negotiating better practices on particular campuses, helping to resolve
conflict." With Regional Advisors and Mediators, "the mechanism for
receiving grievances and responding to them" is in place. PartThree, which
calls for a procedure for acting upon a finding at noncompliance (specifi
cally, a way ofcensuring institu tions), is sufficiently serious and sufficient!y
expensive to warrant caution. If we are to proceed after the fashion of the
AAUP, we will need lawyers, staff, and so on: in short, money, so we can
expect our CCCC dues to shoot up. Then, too, "CCCC has to determine
exactly what noncompliance will mean [when] maybe half of the colleges
and universities in the country currently depart from its guidelines."

Authors' comment: Notwithstanding such dramatic calls as Sledd's
for immediate action against institutions in noncompliance with the "State
ment;' mechanisms for mediating and sanctioning are a long way off. They
are both costly and time-consuming. The CCCC Committee on Profes
sional Standards recen tly elaborated on its position on these procedures. In
sum, before and in order for mediation to take place, the standards in
question must be "incorporated into whatever governance documents
operate" at a given institu tion. As for censure, "the signof failure to mediate
conflict," ccee has not yet determined whether to follow the AAUP
example. Nevertheless, the Committee says that ecce needs "both
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immediate and long-term help from its membership in order to begin
implementation and enforcement of the second and third provisions of the
Wyoming Resolution." The help called for includes case studies of imple
mentation, an understanding of "noncompliance" as "resistance to change,"
and "a graduated dues structure to raise funds to support implementation
and enforcement of the standards" (CCCC Committee on Professional
Standards 340-42).

10. What will happen to this statement in the face of changes in student
and facul tydemographics in the 199Os? Looking to the recent past, several
noticed that demographic projections are just as likely to be abused (or
simply wrong) as to be heeded. Jim Slevin, for example, pointed to the
"systematic erosion" of faculty lines between 1972 and 1986. During that
period, the percentage ofEnglish PhOs finding tenure-track jobs dwindled
to 40% (from 93%), all in the name of flexibility in the face of projected
declines in student enrollment; in fact, during this same period, student
enrollment actually increased. Despite the "turnaround" in the job market
predicted by some, Shelley Reece was skeptical about the prospects of
moving, after a brief transitional period, from part-time and temporary
full-time appointments to tenure-track appointments. This would run
counter to the trend during the past decade. However, Lex Runciman
thought this "turnaround" in the job market might "force departments to
reconsider the whole matter of staffing writing courses (including class
size, pay, and type of appointment), for only by doing so will they be able
to attract and keep the teachers they need for writing courses each term."
In other words, current demographics play into the hands of the eccC's
"Statement" rather than working counter to it.

Conclusion: The concerns of conferences past have a way ofdissipat
ing. Not so for the issues raised at WPA's conference in Portland more than
two years ago. If the issue of principles and standards for postsecondary
teaching of writing is not at the top ofyour agenda, we wonder why it isn't.
If it is, we wonder how it is so? The discussion needs to continue and to be
recontextualized in today's terms, in light of the continuing work of the
CCCC's Committee on Professional Standards and in light of the issuance
of WPA's "Guidelines for Writing Program Administrator Positions."
Moreover, these issues have many local variables that push against one
resolution for WPAs in various situations. As individual WPAs initiate
local discussions of these documents, they can benefit from experiences
such as that ofChris Anson and Greta Gaard, who describe one interesting
model for implementing the reforms recommended in the "Statement"
(Merrill 171-5). Furthermore, some feel that certain aspects of our work are
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not sufficiently addressed in the "Statement," for instance writing centers.
Valerie Balester argues that the "current wording of the 'Statement' falls
short of addressing the true working conditions in writing centers" and
"presents an image of writing centers as supplemental to the English
Department curriculum" (Merrill 167).

Perhaps we would benefit from another look at these documents and
their histories at a future WPA conference.
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The Portland Resolution

Christine Hult and the Portland Resolution Com
mittee: David Joliffe, Kathleen Kelly, Dana Mead,
Charles Schuster

Background

The theme of the 1990 Council of Writing Program Administrators Confer
ence was "Status, Standards, and Quality: The Challenge of Wyoming."
Christine Hult, editor of WPA: Writing Program Administration, presented
a paper at the conference that essentially called for extending the challenge
of the Wyoming Resolution--and the subsequent Conference of College
Composition and Communication (CCCC's) "Statement of Principles and
Standards for the Postsecondary Teaching of Writing"--to WPAs. In "On
Being a Writing Program Administratof," she invited WPAs to begin a
dialogue toward formulation of a statement of professional standards by
the WPA organization.

Such a statement would outline prerequisites fOf effective administra
tion ofwriting programs as well as equitabie treatmentofWPAs. At the pre
conference workshop, participants were working on a similar document,
which they dubbed the "Portland Resolution." A representative committee
was commissioned by the WPA Executive Committee to draft a document;
their combined work was presented at the 1991 summer conference and
also sent to WPA members in WPA News to solicit comments toward
revision of the document. This final version of the Portland Resolution,
accepted by the Executive Committee at their 1992 CCCC meeting, is
intended to help both Writing Program Administrators, and those with
whom they work and to whom they report, develop quality writing
programs in their institutions.
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"!~,~,:

Council of Writing Program Administrators

Guidelines for Writing Program Administrator
(WPA) Positions

I. Working Conditions Necessary for Quality Writing
Program Administration

Many WPAsat collegesand universities, and departmentor division chairs
at community colleges, find themselves in untenable job situations, being
asked to complete unrealistic expectations with little tangible recognition
or remuneration, and with few resources. The CCCC statement points out
the exploitation of writing teachers at all levels, including program admin
istrators: "The teaching, research, and service contributions of tenure-line
composition faculty are often misunderstood or undervalued. At some
postsecondary institutions, such faculty members are given administrative
duties without the authority needed to discharge them; at others, they are
asked to meet publication standards without support for the kind of
research that their discipline requires." The following guidelines are
intended to improve working conditions for more effective administration
of writing programs:

1. Writing Job Descriptions for WPAs. Each institution is responsible for
providing clear job descriptions or role statements for its WPAs (See Part
IT below). Such descriptions should be flexible enough for WPAs and the
institution--and open to negotiation, especially when hiring a new WPA or
starting a new writing program. The institution is responsible for provid·
ing a clear formula for determining "eqUivalence" for a WPA: What
responsibilitiesareequivalent to teaching a full load (as determined by that
institution)? What release time will be given for administration and staff
development? What administrative work willbe counted as "scholarship"
in tenure and promotion decisions?

In addition, WPA positions should be situated within a clearly
defined administrative structure so that the WPA knows to whom he or she
is responsible and whom he or she supervises. A WPA should not be
assigned to direct a program against her or his will or without appropriate
training in rhetoric and composition and commensurate workplace expe-
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rience. If a WPA needs specialized training in any area outside the usual
purview of rhetoric and composition studies, the institution must be
prepared to provide for and fund that training.

2. Evaluating WPAs. The institution is responsible for setting forth
informed guidelines for assessing the work of a WPA fairly and for
determining how administrative work is to be compared to traditional
definitions of teaching, research, and service in decisions involving salary
increases, retention, promotion, and tenure. Assessment of a WPA should
consider the important scholarly contribution each WPA makes by virtue
of designing, developing, and implementing a writing program.

3. Job Security. WPA positions should carry sufficient stability and
continuity to allow for development of sound educational programs and
planning. The WPA should be a regular, full-time, tenured faculty member
or a full-time administrator with a recognizable title that delineates the
scope of the position (e.g., Director of Writing, Coordinator of Composi
tion, Division or Department Chair). WPAs should have travel funds
equivalent to those provided for other faculty and administrators and
should receive a salary commensurate with their considerable responsibili
ties and workload (including summer stipends). Requirements for reten
tion, promotion, and tenure should be clearly defined and should consider
the unique administrative demands of the position.

4. Access. WPAs should have access to those individuals and units that
influence their programs--English department chairs or heads, deans, the
Faculty Senate, Humanities directors, budget officers, people in admis
sions and in the registrar's office, and those who have anything to do with
hiring, class sizes, placement. WPAs should have ample opportunities
and release time to work in close consultation with colleagues in related
fields and departments--Writing Center Directors, freshman advisors and
freshman affairs officers, basic skills or developmental writing faculty,
English-as-a-Second-Language Specialists, student counseling services,
committees on student issues such as retention or admissions standards.

5. Resources and Budget. WPAs should have the power to request,
receive, and allocate funds sufficient for running the program. Resources
include, but should not be limited to, adequate work space, supplies,
clerical support, research support, travel funds, and release time. wrAs
should be provided with administrative support, for example, clerical help,
computer time, duplicating services, equal in quality to that available to
other program directors and administrators
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II. Guidelines for Developing WPA Job Descriptions

Each institution should carefully consider the role statements or job
descriptions for its wrAs. Depending upon the size and scope of the
writing program, the amount of administrative work expected of each
WPA will vary considerably. Typically, however, WPAs have been
exploited in these positions, that is, given unrealistic workload expecta
tions with little credit for administrative work.

At large institutions with diverse programs staffed by numerous faculty
or graduate assistants, several WPAs may be needed (e.g., Director and
Associate Director of Writing, Writing Center Director, Basic Writing
Director, Computer Writing Lab Director, Director for Writing Across the
Curriculum, and so on). At smaller institutions with fewer faculty and less
diverse programs, fewer writing program administrators may be needed.
It is also desirable to provide advanced graduate students with adminis
trative experience in the form of internships or assistantships to the WPAs.

The following outline suggests both the scope of preparation needed by
an effective WPA and the diverse duties that WPAs at various institutions
may perform. This list is illustrative of the kinds of duties WPAs typically
are engaged in; it is not descriptive of an "ideal" WPA, nor do we wish to
imply that each WPA should be assigned all of these duties. On the
contrary, the workload of each WPA should be carefully negotiated
annually with the administration in the form of a role statement or job
description to which all parties can agree.

1. Preparation for a wrA should include knowledge of or experience with
the following:

• teaching composition and rhetoric
• theories of writing and learning
• research methods, evaluation methods, and teaching methods
• language and literacy development
• various MLA, NCTE, and eccc guidelines and position

statements
• local and national developments in writing instruction
• writing, publishing, and presenting at conferences

2. Desirable supplemental preparation may include knowledge of
or experience with the following areas:
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Business
• accounting
• business administration
- grant writing
- information systems and computers
- personnel management
• records management
• public relations

Education
• curriculum design
• English as a Se\:ond Language
• testing and evaluation
• psychology of learning
• developmental or basic writing

3. As a particular institution negotiates job descriptions with each
WPA, the responsibilities of the WPAs may be selected from
among the following comprehensive list:

Scholarship of Administration
• remain cognizant of current developments in teaching,

research, and scholarship in rhetoric, composition,
and program administration

• pursue scholarship of teaching and curriculum design
as part of the essential work of the WPA

Faculty Development and Other Teachin~
• teaching a for-credit graduate course in the

teaching of writing
• designing or teaching faculty development seminars
• training tutors
-supervising teaching assistants and writing staff
• evaluating teaching performance: observing and

evaluating TAs and adjunct faculty in class; reviewing
syllabuses and course policy statements; reviewing
comments on student essays and grading practices

• preparing workshops and materials, conducting work
shops, and conducting follow-up meetings

- Undergraduate writing, reading, language, teaching,
courses, etc.
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Writin~ Pro~ram Development
• designing curricula and course syllabi
• standardizing and monitoring course content
• serving on or chairing departmental committees on

writing
_initiating or overseeing WAC programs
• developing teaching resource materials/library
• interviewing and hiring new faculty and staff
• selecting and evaluating textbooks (which may include

establishing and supervising a textbook committee;
maintaining a liaison with the bookstore; ensuring
that orders are properly placed)

Writing Assessment, Writing rro~ramAssessment. and
Accountability

• coordinating assessment and placement of students in
appropriate writing courses

• administering writing placement exams and diagnos
tics (this may include creating and testing an appro
priate instrument, acting as second reader for instruc
tors, notifying the Registrar and instructors of any
change in placements)

• administering competency, equivalency, or challenge
exams

• creating, or having access to, a database of information
on enrollments, faculty and student performance

• administering student evaluations of teachers
• evaluating data on student retention, grade distribu

tion, grade inflation, enrollment trends
_reporting to supervisors, chairs, deans, etc.
• conducting program reviews and self-studies

Registration and Scheduling
• determining numbers of sections to be offered
• evaluating enrollment trends
• staffing courses
• monitoring registration

Office Management
• supervising writing program office and secretary and

staff
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• supervising maintenance of office equipment and
supplies

• (managing computer lab & staff)"
• (managing writing center staff)'"

("may be separate positions)

Counselin~ and Advising
• arbitrating grade disputes and resolving teacher and

student complaints, such as placement, plagiarism,
grade appeals. scheduling problems (which may
include acting as liaison with the appropriate office)

• writing letters of recommendation for graduate stu
dents/ adjuncts, and tutors

Articulation
• coordinating writing courses and instruction with

other academic support services (e.g., study skills
center)

• coordinating with English as a Second Language
programs

• coordinating with remedial!developmental programs
• coordinating with high school (AP, CLEP, concurrent

enrollment) programs
• coordinating with English education programs
• revising and updating any publications of the writing

program
• discussing the writing program with administrators,

publishers' representatives, parents, prospective
students
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Notes on Contributors

Duncan Carter, an Associate Professor of English, is Director of
Writing at Portland State University and a member of WPA's Board of
Consultant-Evaluators. He has written a text for advanced composition
(with Harry Crosby), The Committed Writer (McGraw-Hill 1986), and a
number ofarticles on literature, composition, and writing program admin
istration. Current interests include the relationship between thinking and
writing and multicultural approaches to teaching composition.

N. LaRene Despain, Associate Professor of English at the University
ofHawaii, completed "Reader's Responses" while a Fulbright lecturer atthe
University of Ghana. Her recent textbook, Writing: A Workshop Approach
(Mayfield, 1992), is built around texts authored not only by students at the
University of Hawaii but also by students in Beijing who worked with
Despain during her two years as a Fulbright lecturer at the Beijing Foreign
Language Institute. Despain, who is doing studies of William Faulknerand
Gertrude Stein, is active in the UHs Women Caucus and has received the
UH Regents' medal for Teaching Excellence.

Karen L. Greenberg is Associate Professor of English at Hunter
College of The City University of New York, where she directs the
Developmental English Program and teaches courses in writing and in
linguistics. She was recently selected one of the ten most Outstanding
Freshman Advocates in the country. She has authored numerousessays on
writing instruction and assessment and a St. Martin's textbook entitled,
Effective Writing: Choices and Conventions, 2nd ed. She also chairs the
Council of Writing Program Administrators' Research Grant Committee.

David Healy is Coordinator of the General College Reading and
Writing Center at the University of Minnesota. General College is UM's
open-admissions unit. As coordinator, Healy supervises a staff of under
graduate peer tutors and graduate teaching assistants and oversees the
placement of classroom TAs. He also teaches freshman composition
courses. Previously, Healy directed the writing center and taught compo
sition and literature at Bethel College in St. Paul. He has published articles
in The Writing lAb Newsletter, The Writing Center Journal, and College ESL.

Director of the University of Hawaii's writing-across-the-curriculum
program, Thomas Hilgers, an Associate Professor of English, earned the
Ph.D. in social psychology. His Making You r Writing Program Work: A Guide
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To Good Practices, co-authored with Joy Marsella, was published by Sage in
1992. He has previously been director of composition and assistant chair
of English at the University of Hawaii. His research reports have appeared
in Written Communication and Research in the Tendzing oj English. He has
recently co-authored chapters in Writinx, Teaching, and Lenrning in the
Disciplines (MLA, 1992) and Nothing Begins with N (5. Tllinois UP, 1991.)

In 1986, Ben McClelland was appointed Professor of English and
Holder of the OttilieSchillig ChairofEnglish Composi tion at the Uni versity
of Mississippi. He directs the University's comprehensive writing pro
gram. McClelland is the President of WPA and serves on its Consultant
Evaluator Board. He also served on the CCCC Committee on Professional
Standards that drew up the "Statement of Principles and Standards...."
Among his books are Perspectives on Research and Scholarship in Composition
(with Timothy R. Donovan), published by MLA in 1985, and The New
American Rhetoric:A Multicultural Approach forthcoming from HarpcrCollins
in January, 1993.

Libby Rankin directs the Composition Program at University of
North Dakota, where she is an Associate Professor of Engish. She spent the
last year visiting composition programs at other universities and conduct
ing open-ended interviews with Teaching Assistants as part of another
qualitative research project.

Jody Swilky has published his work in The Yale Review, The Georgia
Review, The Ohio Review, The Missouri Review, The North American Review,
and other journals. His primary interests are writing-across-the-curricu
lum theory and competing conceptions of literacy instruction. He has
taught writing and language theory at several universities, and is presently
an assistant professor of English at Drake University.

J

Announcements

Award Winners Announced
Council of Writing Program Administrators

The Council of Writing Program Administrators is proud to announce the
winners of the 1992 WPA Research Grants:

Theresa Enos, University of Arizona, for a study of gender bias in
college writing programs.

Mary Lynch Kennedy, State University of New York at Cortland, for
a study of the use of writing portfolios to evaluate writing program goals
and curricular objectives.

Sally Barr Reagan, University of Missouri at St. Louis, for a survey
of the status of women in composition and rhetoric programs.

Laura Helms, Ball State University, for the production of a tutor
training handbook in writing across the curriculum.

These proposals showed a high level o~ sc~~larly ~erit and original
ity, and the projects promise to have a slgmflcant Impact on WPAs,
teachers, and students.

Association of Teachers of Advanced Composition

The third annual W. Ross Winterowd Award for the mostoutstanding book
on composition theory published in 1991 was awarded to Su~anMiller for
Textual Carnivals: The Politics ojComposition. Honorable mention went to C.
Jan Swearingen for Rhetoric and Irony: Western Literacy and VV:estern LIes:

The James 1. Kinneavy Award for the most outst~dm.g.ess.ay m
volume 11 of JAC was awarded to Patricia A. Sullivan for Wntmg 10 t~e

Graduate Curriculum: LiteraryCriticism as Composition." Joseph ~etraglla

received an honorable mention for "Interrupting the ConversatlOn: The
Constuctionist Dialogue in Composition." .

The Winterowd and Kinneavy Awards include a cash pnzc and an
attractive framed citation. These awards were generously endowed ?y
Professor Winterowd and by Professor Kinneavy, Blumberg CentennIal
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Address _

Institution _

$25$16.50$15

Writing
Program
Administration

Membership in the Council of
Writing Program Administrators

Amount enclosed

"'Membership in the council of Writing Program Administrators is ~rgan

ized by the academic year. Dues received before January 1 are cr.edIted to
the previous academic year and entitle you. to that year's fall / w.mter an~
spring issues of WPA: Writing Program Admlms~ratlOn. Dues receIVcd af~cr

January 1 are credited to the following academlc year, and your subscnp
tion to WPA begins the subsequent fall.

Change or revision of name and address. If the name or address printed
on your WPA mailing label is incorrect or has changed, plca~es~nd.a copy
of the current printed label along with the form above, mdlCat:n~ t~e

complete, corrected information, to J~ffre~ So~mcrs,SL'Crctary-Treasurer,
WPA, Department of English, Miami UmversIty, Oxford, OH 45056.

Name _

Membcrship in the Council of Writing Prog.r~m A~ministratorsindu.des a
subscription to WPA: Wrilillg Program Adn11lllstrallOn. T?e membershIp .fee
is $15 a year in the United States and 516.50 a year In other countries.
"'Institutional membership fee is $25.

To apply for membership, please fill out this !~rm,and return it ":,it? a chec~
ormoney order payable to the Council ofWntmg Program Admlmstrators.
Send the form and fee to Jeffrey Sommers, Secretary-Treasurer, WPA,
Department of English, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056.

Date _

Professor at the University of Texas. Both awards were presented at the
meeting of the Association of Teachers of Advanced Composition at the
CCCC Convention in Cincinnati.

Conference

Conference on Composition in the 21st Century: Crisis
and Change

The Council of Writing Program Administrators, the University of Con
necticut, and Miami University will sponsor a conference on Composition ill
the 21st Century: Crisis and Change at the Marcum Conference Center of
Miami University from Oct. 8-10, 1993. The conference is organized around
three-hour sessions that encourage full audience participation and discus
sion.

There are seven sessions, with no more than two running concur
rently, and each addresses a major question about the future of composi
tion: 1) What is composition and why do we teach it? 2) Who should teach
composition and what should they know? 3) What have we learned from
the past, and how can it sha pe the fu ture of composition? 4) What political
and social issues will shape composition in the future? 5) Who will assess
composition in the 21st Century, and how will they assess it? 6) What
directions will research take, and how will research affect teaching?; and
7) What will be the relationship behveen writing program administration,
teaching, and scholarship?

Speakers include David Bartholomae, James Berlin, Miriam Chaplin,
Robert Conners, Sharon Crowley, Peter Elbow, Linda Flower, Sarah
Freedman, Anne Cere, Shirley Brice Heath, Sylvia Holladay, Andrea
Lunsford, Steven North, James Slevin, John Trimbur, and Edward White.
Conference directors are Lynn Bloom, Donald Daiker, and Edward White.

Registration is limited to 400, so please register early. For more
information, write to Don Daiker, Department of English, Miami Univer
sity, Oxford, OH 45056.
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